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CIMARRON
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AND THE CIMARRON
CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 1872
-

NEW VOL. VI

CIMARRON, COLFAX COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY,
-

CIMARRON

HOLDS

THE

4th Celebration

For Each and Every One.

Tafoya Is

Taken To
N. M.

1

1

For

"Bull" Andrews
Spanish-Am-

ericans

I'm-

W. Runyan

Holds Big

Meeting:

Evangelist W. M. Hunvan is
still speaking to tbe people of CimEnloe New
arron each evening at the Tolby E.
Memorial church. He says be is
great enjoving meeting the fi iends
President Of The
with whom he became acquainted
last year. Pastor Mi:!- greatly
hut the townspeople may
State Normal
avail themselves ol the chance to
hear Mr. Huuyan. Sunday will
tie his last day and he will speak
At a meeting of the board of re
at both morning and evening ser- gents of the State Normal college
vices. Every one is invited and a held in Silver City, Friday, Pn f.
most heart;' welcome is always E. L. Enloe was elected president
awaiting those win visit this of the institntion succeeding Dr.
church.
C. M. Light, who recently resignBible school, Guy Pease, sup., ed from the position.
will meet at to a. m. Tbe mornProf. Enloe is one of the best
ing worship with a message from known and most capable educators
the evangelist will follow. Even in New Mexico, aud his selection
ing mass meeting at 8 o'clock, adías tt
(ad of one of the state's
the services will be held also at 8 lead
.istitutions of learning will
o'clock eacb evening this week.
prove most popular.
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KINGDOM

New Garage

OF

COLFAX"

Maxwell Building

To Be Open

In Ball Game

By July 1

The ball game Sunday lietween
the Maxwell and Cimarron teams
on the local diamond was the best
game played this season. Maxwell
carried away tbe honors by a score
of 5 to o. Most ol the runs were
due to errors on the part of the local boys, who were outclassed in
.nany respects bv the visitors.
The time consumed in playing
the ame was i hour and 25
(Juite a number of Maxwell
rooters were present to encourage
their bjys which proved effective.
Barr, the pitcher for the Cimar-

Herman C. Ellis will open a garage in this city by the first of
in the building used as a warehouse by the Cimarron Furniture
company before the fire last fall.
A force of men are now engaged
In remodeling the structure and
cutting an opening in the front for

v

At San Diego Expo.
Model On Santa Fe Trail Exhibited
In New Mexico Building; Gypsum Used In Construction.

Cathrine

A new use for New Mexico gypsum has been discovered by Col.
Ralph E. Twitchell of Las Vegas.
In the construction of the model
of tbe Maxwell mansion, now under
way for tbe San Diego Exposition,
J. P. Adams is using exclusively
plaster furnished by the Acme,
Chaves county, cement works and
that with wonderful results. The
plaster is manufactured from gyp-susimilar to that of the white
sands in Otero couuty and it sets
as hard and smooth as marble. It
is as white as the Carrara marble
and leads itself beautitully to the
making of modeis, such as are demanded in increasing quantity by
museums, colleges and schools
The model of the Maxwell mao-sio- n
is one of the six on the Santa
Fe trail tor the New Mexico building at San Diego, of which two are
completed, that of Bent's Fort and
the Pecos pueblo and cburcb. The
Maxwell mansion which stands in
Cimarron is the most noted building of 'modern construction in the

two large doors as the main en.
trance for motor cars. The intermin-vteior ol the building will freed from
the vail id the center, and will be
equipped in the best way possible
for a garage.
The garage will be large enough
ron team was at his best and dis lo stall ten
tars. Light repairing
played great skill throughout; the will be carried on in all
its branchother plavers weie also in irood es and mpchinery instsiled s it is
trim in doing effective work. The needed. A general
auto livery will
The June issue of the Woman's
game was witnessed by several be conducted for tbe
benefit of the
hundred people who were all well public and trips will be made at Home Companion bears the photograph of Cathrine Gallagher, tbe
pleased. Maxwell has been en- any time of the day or night.
daughter of Mr. and
gaged to play a return game at the
A garage where cars can be re
celebration on the 4th of July, the pair.d and stored in Cimarron will Mrs- - P. G. Gallagher of this city
who won tbe grand prize at the N.
biggest event of the day.
be rilling a long felt want.
New Mexico Better Babies contest
at tbe fair last fall. Tbe ComChicago
panion announces tbat it would
Dept. Ot Education
have taken more than ten pages to
have published tbe photos of all
Are Worried Of
Receiving
the prize winners, so the photos
were limited to first prize winners.
Too Much Capital
Similar
Are Valuable year prizes will be awarded this
bv the publication at the
Northern New Mexico Fair.
southwest.
The accumulation of capital in
By reason of its antiquity the
The
department
state
of
educaChicago has become large during
mansion will be of great import to
tion, for the first time is receiving
ihe period of distrust, and a num-lie- r
visitors of the exposition, as Maxti liable statistics as to the propor Lightning
of capitalists are making a spewell
was known throughout the
tion of Spanish-Americanand othcial studv of the question of what
southwest to have kept open house
er nationalities included in tbe
to buy. They are restive under
Horse Hitched
for many years, and dying practic-all- y
school census and school attendsituation in wbicb they have been
a poor man at Ft. Sumner.
ance.
The
shows,
latter
while
that
keeping their funds in banks,
The Maxwell mansion will give
the Spanish-AmericaTo
A
population
Mower
3 per cent at tbe most, and
this section of the county much valol New Mexico was 40 per cent of
thev want to make a move into
uable publicity at the exposition.
the total in the census of 1910, it
something that will vield 4, 5 or 6.
is only
d
of the total now
You see them cautiously approachLightning about 3 o'clock, Satand is rapidly declining as to pering this class and that class ol seurday
afternoon struck and incentage.
curities and then backing out with
stantly killed a horse on the farm
a scared look on their laces.
of Mr. Smith near Dexter. The
Investors can fall back on bonds
animal was hitched to a mowing
and there are many in the list that
machine alongside ot another and
Hot
are inviting at present prices, but
a daughter of Mr. Smith was drivthey too, are affected bv the unfaving the team.
orable conditions and the bad judg
The second animal was not in
Hot Weather this week has been
ment and rascality in the corporaany
way injured but the young girl
ol much lenefit to the farmer and
tions Who would want to buy
was riding the mower was bad.
who
in
orchardist
contributing the warm
a bond in a railroad that must
ravs of suLshine to mature the ly shocked. She recovered consome time go through tne same crops
Alamogordo, Sjune 33.
L.
that are now in full fruition. sciousness in a ftw seconds. No
process as the 'Frisco, the Rock The
atmosphere is not humid as in damage whatever was done to Ihe Porter and O. M. Talley are being
Island or the New Haven? Hence lower
mowing machine.
held in tbe county jail here on a
altitudes, where many
t is that capital tends to accumuMrs.
Smith
charge
ot murder, following tbe
who
was
nearby,
occur each day. Such is
lation in the safest places: that is
driving
one
horse
swearing
to
a
also
rake,
out of a complaint bv
not known here and should it bein the vaults of the banks.
come very hot during the day, the escaped without even being shock- Mrs. 'Ralph S. Connell, who chargnights are always cool so that man ed, while the animal she was driv- es them with baviug shot ar.d killing was knocked to the ground.
ed her husband "t Tulurosa last
and beast can rest.
Wednesday, Mrs. Porter who was
with Talley, who is forearrested
The Gem Saloon was robled on
man of tbe Porter ranch, was reMaxwell Mockeries
Sunday night of $75 in cash and a
Hunt
leased yesterday, there being no
A screen over the
check for $17
evidence
tending to implicate her
transom was rut and entrance madt
A bell weighing 1000 pounds vas
in tbe murder.
through the opening. No one was donated to the Methodist cburcb
Lost Mines
Porter, who is said to have been
detected at the ctime though seve
by the different church societies
absent from the ranch at tbe time
al parties are suspicioned.
connected with that institution.
In Black Range of tbe shooting of Connell, apRoy will celebrate
the 4th
The merchants of Raton have
peared at tbe court house yesteri
in a grand way and lh
n assured the Maxwell people tbat
day and voluntarily surrendered
is destined to be a notable one ac tbey are not showing partiality in
himself to Sheriff James Hunter,
cording to present plans
The lure of the fabulaus treasure when be learned that a warrant
directing tourists Over either Ca- P. Abreu
is having an addi- mino Real or the Cimarron Canyon is again taking argonauts into the bad been issued for his arrest. He
rugged wilds of the Black Range has retained Tom Lea of El Paso,
tion built to his house in the shape Route,
of
New Mexico.
of a kitchen and rear prtcb.
Tex., and Holt and Sutherland,
More than 3,000 tons of alfalfa
For
over half a century pros Las Cruces, Iswyers, to defend
Mrs. Berry and daughter Helen will be readv for the market by tbe
parties have gone into the him.
ot Beaumont, Texas are spending first of July. Tbe bay crop it ex- pecting
Black Range, 60 miles northeast
tbe summer at tbe Taylor home at ceptionally good for tbe first cut
of Silver City in the attempt to disM. L. Clark and Son's circus is
ting and tome of it went more than
Taylor Springs.
cover tbe Lost Mines which le- billed to show in Cimarron on July
two tona to the acre. Tbe hay
J. A. Maurie who was in the emgends expound as being the ricbest 3. The show drives overland and
is uncertain and none it beOf
M. W. Mills, ia serving a market
ploy
in gold bearing ore in tbe west.
consists oí 48 wagons and 110
ing shipped.
term in the penitentiary as a result
Several parties recently started horses together with a troupe oi
The Davis Opera House will be for the lost treasure with a pack high
ot forging a series ot checks on his
class performers. This is tbe
completed by July 15.
mployer.
train of ten burros.
first circus to come to Cimarron.
s.

Deputy Sheriff Charley Thacker
of Baton took a man by the name
of Tafoya from this city to the insane asylum at Las Vegas, Tuesday. Taf
i has
been hopelessly
dementt d from the time of his birth
about 37 years ago, and his removal was prompted by local parties
who became interested in havii g
the forenoon and Maxwell in the the man placed in the asylum where
alternoon. Tbe game in the after- he will be accorded the proper and
noon will be the best of the season. humane treatment.
He has been
Horse races, auto races, sack races an object of pity for years.
and in fact sports of every dt scrip:
tion for men, women aud children
Spanish-America- ns
will take place.
Some real old (ashinned broncho
busting with the meanest horses
Are Strong
and the best riders in the country
will be part of the exhibition, and
those who have outlaws are asked
to bring them in on that day to
have them ridden by tbe
Santa Ke, June 23. "Tbe
Substantial prizes will be award
are for VV. H. Aned to the winners of all events.
drews," declared County CommisThis will be the grandest cele- sioner Jose Ortiz y Pino, the rebration Cimarron has pulled off in publican leader of Santa Pe counyears and it will be tbe Cimarron ty, y sterday. County Clerk Marway from dawn until dark. Noth- celino A. Ortiz agreed with him.
ing but what is wholesome sport But while the lattei favored Hugh
will
tolerated and the visitors H. Williams for corporation comcan rest assured that the day will missioner, the tormer deemed it
be the best they have ever cele- wiser to nominate B. C. Hernanbrated.
dez for the positionBoth dwelt
Make your plans now to attend on the results that Andrews achievthe celebration. Bring your fami- ed as delegate, even though withly or your sweetheart.
out a vote and declared frankly
that the Spanish-Americaappreciated his fairness and his enert y
in protecting their tights and serving thrin whenever opportunity ofNo detail was too slight,
fered.
to receive his attention, it itappir-ta- ;
led to a constiiuent, and DO
Spanish American was so humble
but l'iat In- received not only courteous but efficient consideration ol
his wishes.
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TO

The Winner

Biggest Celebration Ever Held; Horse
Races, Broncho Bucking; Events

,

YS

Maxwell Is

in Cimarron

Tbat Cimarron will have a real
celebration on the 4th of July this
year is assured by reason of the active interest taken in the matter bv
the public generally.
Plans and preparations for gala
events on that day are complete;
the necessary funds are topull off
tLe celebration have been taised,
and all that remains is to let the
"Eagle scream."' Nothing will be
left undone to utilize the entire
day with important events for tbe
visitors, and it is now planned tbat
about 1000 Outsiders will come to
Cimarron on that day to partici
pate in the wholesome sport.
The Cimarron Boy Scout Band
will furnish the music during the
day to assist in entertaining the
guests. Two ball games are scheduled; Dawson plays Cimarron in

K E

tm

Gallagher

Wins Prize

Bankers

Statistics!

That

Strikes

s

get-tia-

n

one-thir-

Porter Fesses
To Killing

Weather

A Rancher

pros-natio-

Springer Spasms

Prospectors
For

cel-hrat-

J-

I

m

cimarrón news
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

Fifteen workmen were burned to
death In the destruction of a big pulp
mill at Moscow.
Struck on the head by a skyrocket,
the queen of Havarla was seriously hurt
while attending a celebration at I'm
sau at Munich, Bavaria.
Two parsons were killed and seven
Injured by a landslide In a tunnel of
the naw railway from Nice to Cunso,
Italy. It Is feared more people were
burled beneath the debris.
Kmperor
William
conferred the
name of Bismarck, chosen by himself,
on the third vessel of the Imperator
class, which was launched for the ser-

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THI
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SJAYINQS. DOINGS, ACHIEVEMENTS. SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

vice of title Hamburg-Americaline.
Oen. Venustlano Carranxa's reply,

forwarded to the ABC mediators at
Niagara Falls, Is almost a completo re
fusal to participate In mediation under the terms set down by the diplo-

WMttri NwPM'r t'nlon !iwm serrlea

WE8TERN.

mats.

Several sailors were believed to
President Wilson nominated as Colorado postmasters Cltfflrd I. Paraoui. have perished and damage estimated
at $1,250,000 was done at Glasgow,
.
Central City and C. E. Splcer,
Scotland, when fire destroyed the
Thirty-threperaona were on the Kingston docks and burned four
ezcuralon steamboat Majoatlc when It schooners tied up at the pier.
A number of alleged anarchists,
aank In the Mississippi river near St.
Lout, and of theae three are unao- - who are being sought by the Italian
authorities In connection with their
counted for.
Bloomer bathing suits (or women participation In the recent riots at the
received the sanction of the Chicago time of the general strike, are reportpolice department In a statement ed to have left Rome for America.
Militant suffragettes set fire to and
made public by Herman Schuttler, act- destroyed the station and several adlriK chief of police.
Ralph Modjeska, son of the famous joining buildings at Coedpoeth, near
ctrena, roust pay his wife, Mme. Feli- Wrexham, Wales. An attempt was alcia Mahah Modjeska. $350 a month for so made to fire a train. Quantities of
her maintenance, pending the outcome suffrage literature were found in the
of her suit for divorce filed at Port- - vicinity.
land. Ore.
The bodies of 94 of the 197 miners
John Batter lnalsted on doing his entombed when a terrific explosion
marketing, even though hla family is wrecked the .nner workings of mine
Buffering from smallpox and under No. 20 of the HUlcrest (Alberta) ColOtiarantlne. For that reason the 700 liers, Limited have been removed to
residents of the village of Deland, 111., the surface. All hope of rescuing alive
were vaccinated.
any of the. remaining 103 members of
crew that entered the
Out In Nevada the last pole of tens the
of thousands was erected by the mine have been abandoned.,
American Telephone and Telegraph
SPORT.
company, which connects the tele- phene circuit directly from New York
( leba.
standing of Wnlrri
to San Francisco.
Wun.
Clubs
U Pet.
13
86
.10
After an
conference of the Denver
16
.171
flloux
f.'ltv
...14
directors of the Stale National bank Ht. Joseph
15
IS
.Ml
26
IS
.56!
of Uttie Rock, Ark., that Inatltutlon Pea Moines
SO
.411
SI
Lincoln
did not open for business. The bank Wlrhlta
S
3
.411
S4
IS
.491
Omaha
IT carries
Is capitalized at $60,000.
36
21
.861
Topeka
deposits of $1,710,873.68.
AlepSoceders from the Western FederaAt Ascot, England. J. Fairio's
tlon of Miners launched an indepen' po won the coveted gold cup race from
dent miners' union at Hutte, Mont., re- - a field of ten starters. J. Ryan's
ject'iu; overtures
from
was second and Junior, belong
President
Charles H. Moyer and his associates. lug to T. Martins, ran third.
They elected as temporary president
Tyrus Raymond Cobb, the famous
M McDonald.
center fielder of the Detroit American
The International Association of League Baseball club, was arrested at
chiefs of Police by acclamation re- Detroit while engaging in a fist, fight
elected Major Richard Sylvester of with Harold Harding, twenty years of
Washington, D. C, and Michael Re- age.
gan of Buffalo, N. Y., respectively
The grand steeplechase de Paris, at
president and first vice president at 4A miles, and valued at $30,000, run
the Grand Rapids meeting.
over the Auteull track at Paris, was
Playing baseball in public by young won by lames Hennessy's chestnut
girls is bad for their morals bad for horse. Lord Loris. Sydney Piatt's bay
them physically and bad for the colt CI It Ins was second and L. Frates'
crowds of male spectators, according Marteau II was third.
to Mrs. J. (.'. leaver, past president,
The nomination of F. H. Brown as
and Miss Frederlca Meyerstein, secre- United States attorney for New Hamptary of the Uan Franclaco Juvenile shire was prepared at the White
Protective association.
Brown Is mayor of Somer-worth.House.
.H., and was formerly a baseWASHINGTON.
ball player. He was infielder on toe
Boston National league team for a
The Senate confirmed the appoint- brief period eight years ago.
ment of John B. McGauran to be surThe Colorado Derby Is history. In
veyor general for Colorado.
the presence of 14.000 enthusiastic
Presldont Wilson has accepted an racing patrons, John Ferrisg' Sir Hu- Invitation to speak at au Indepencolt, Dalston, easily won
dence day celebration at Philadelphia that event Saturday afternoon at Over-on July 4.
land park In Denver.
It was not a
Instead of adjourning abruptly, as spectacular race. Molesworth. who had
bad been expected, the mediation pro- the leg up ou Dalston, kept his mount
ceedings will be prolonged for perhaps out of the early pace, then came on
and won with plenty to spare, after a
another week at Niagara Falls.
"Uncle Ike" Stephenson, the oldest brief stretch run, in which he passed
Judge Gheens handily and won by
senator, celebrated his eighty-fiftbirthday by appearing in the Senate four open lengths.
chamber wearing a bright red carnu
Edge-water-

e

Will-broo-

'

h

GENERAL.

ton.

President Wilson has asked for the
resignation of Henry U Johnsou, Republican negro of Atlanta, (in , as recorder of deeds of the District of Columbia, to take effect July 1.
President Wilson denied that Japan
had expressed a desire that her California alien land law protest be
to arbitration. He said no suggestion of any kind or such a character had come to him.
A report to the Department of Agriculture received from the Interns-Uuna- l
Institute of Agriculture at Rome
gives final returns for the year's production of wheat in India at 313,164.
U00 bushels, 14 per cent less thsn last
year's production.
Suffrage leaders, pressing Congress
for passage of the woman suffrage
constitutional amendment, have begun forming an advisory couucll of the
Congressional union. They plan to
Have every state represented.
Mrs.
William Co.t, Mrs. Marie Jennie
Howe, and Florence Kelley of New
York, Senator Helen Ring Robinson of
Colorado; l.ucy M. Salmon Nif Vassa.'
college, and Mrs. Catherine Houghton
Hepburn of Hartford. Conn., were
among those named for the council.
Controller of the Currency Williams
estimates that about $500,000, oo in
throughout
the
banks
national
United States la available for farm
mortgage loans under the provision of
the federal reserve act. making It possible for national banking associations
to lend money on Improved farm
lands
Prospects for Hindu and Japanese
exclusion legislation within the next
month, announced by Representative
Raker of California, were Impregnated
eutangl
with more
International
sub-mtie-

menta.

Pres. J. C. Shaplin 6f the Colonial
Trust Company at Pittsburg, Pa., admitted that $85.000 had been mysteri
ously stolen from the Freehold bank's
deposit box in the Colonial's vault
That the artificial control of sex has
passed the experimental stage was the
statement made by Dr. Oscar Riddle
In charge of the evolution station of
the Carnegie Institute. He was addressing the American Acsdemy of
Medicine, which opened It twenty-Sixtannual meeting at Atlantic City,
N. J.

The International Association of
Chiefs of Police before the annual convention adjourned at Grand Rapldt,
Mich., dropped Detective William J.
Burns from the list of honorary members and voted against amalgamating
with the national organizations of
sheriffs and railway detectives.
Dr. A. J. 'ar are e f of King's Park
hospital for the Insane, In a paper
read at the second anual conference
of the Eugenics Research Association
of Columbia University, N. Y assert'
ed that the number of Insane persons
In the Institutions
of the United
State lias nearly trebled during the
last forty years.
!
Allentown. Pa., was shaken by the
that was ever sot off In
ÍS late blast
region, when 30,000 sticks of
dynamite, buried 106 feet deep in
twenty eight hole, loosened 150,000
tons of rock. The blast was a teat of
a new fuse, with a speed of 18.000 foot
.

second.

Cutting open the heart and remo
log deposits In tho valva Is declarad
possible aa the result of experiments
by Dra. H. L. Williams and D. D. De
noad la the B. Merrill Klcketts expert
menial surgeons' laboratory at CUrw
land. Ohio.

k

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALLl
NEW MEXICO

POULTRY

July

Knramnmcnt N M. N. O
Am
Science and lid
Aug. 17. Democratic Htate Convention
at Albuquerque.
1,
Bept.
nan .lusn County Vnr st
Altec.
Sept.
County Fair at KarmlnR
ton.
Nov.
Meeting Hiato Teachers
Aaaoeiatlon at Albuquerque.
1

1Í-1-

KILLED

SUSPECTED PAIR TAKEN TO JAIL
AT ALAMOGORDO.

PEOPLE

Western Ne'aopaper Union Mpvi Servlee.
DAT IOS ton C'OMINM RVH5TT.

KING

WEST WINS
RATE FIGHT

Rancher Waa on His Way .Up 9KNVER AND COLORADO WILL
Tillaros Cañón With Cattle tor
GET OREAT BENEFIT FROM
Indian Agency When Shot.
CHANGE IN TARIFF.

Slain

Western Nnwanaper 1'ntnn Newa Service.
Tularosu N. M. Mrs Ralph Con

nel, widow of the "poultry king" who
was faltally shot from ambush while

riding

RAILROADS

WIN LANDS

the Porter ranch In Tularosa
cañón, has offered a reward of $1,000
PROPERTY
WORTH $700,000,000.00
I jti.cu onti now
boasts of an auto loa for information leading to the convicINVOLVED BY A SUPREME
tion of her husband's murderer.
wagon.
Mrs. J. L. Porter, of the Porter
COURT DECISION.
A garage at Clayton was destroyed
ranch and her hired man, O. M. Tal
by fire.
ley,, have been taken by the sheriff to
Raton will spend $300,000 for a
Alamogordo and lodged In jail charged Waatern Newvnaper lrnion Nefra Service.
municipal water plant.
with the crime. This occurred followA "masher"
in Albuquerque was ing the
arlval here of District AttorEffects of Rate Decision.
jailed for twenty-fivdays.
ney H. R. Hamilton. A coroner's jury
United rítales Supreme Court deYoung rabbits as well as quail are was empaneled
In Intermountalii
cision
rate caaes
and returned a verdict
reduces materially rates on more
reported plentiful In Quay couuty.
as followsthan 100 household commodities.
Qlves Interstate Coiniuti c ComTwo horses belonging
to a Mr
We find the deceased came to his
mission power to fix "ione" rates.
Smith, near Dexter. were killed by death by reason of a gunshot wound
Permits higher rales tor short
hauls than for long hauls.
lightning.
received through the left shoulder ,the
Paves way for future redactions
In freight rates to Denvsr from
Tucumcari, the capital of Quay coun shot, being fired from a small build
eastern points.
ty. will celebrate the 4th of July In a ing south of the J. L. Porter residence
Some of commodities which are
by unknown parties."
fitting manner.
reduced about tSr per hundredweight:
Cotton, wool, silk, meats,
The
remains of Connell were sent
In a saloon at Wagon Mound Jacobo
goods, flour, coffee, tea.
canned
syrup, furniture, wtro, nails, groLucero stabbed 8. Pachecho. who died to Omaha, Neb. .for Interment.
ceries,
fruits.
Connell, owner of 150,000 chickens,
In a short time.
Class rates uot affected by decision.
Recently large number of Red River the largest poultry ranch In the state,
citizens met and organized a good was on his way on horseback up Tularosa callón with his brother and two
Washlngto n Commodity rates
road association.
other men. driving a bunch of cattle from Atlantic seaboard points to DenThe shipping of tha first crop of al for delivery to
the Mescalero Indian ver and other clues between the Mis
faifa from the Pecoo valley Is under agency.
party were passing the souri river and the Pacific seaboard
The
way at Carlsbad.
Porter ranch two miles east when a were materially reduced by an order
Tucumcari hopes to handle the 250 shot suddenly rang out and Connell of the United States Suprema Court
000 bushels of wheat raised In Quay pitched ofr his horse, dying In a few In its lntermountaln rate caaes.
county this season.
minutes. It was found that a bullet
The Supreme Court held that tha
With 280 acres In cantaloupes In the had passed through his left arm and present charges of carriers for such
Fort Sumner section, indications point entered the pleural cavity. The body commodities as cotton, for example.
was Immediately taken to Tularosa Were very much too disproportionate,
to an immense crop.
An artesian flow has been tapped in and the sheriff summoned, his inves- and tnat while the railroads had a
a well on the Cowen place ten miles tigation resulting In the Immediate ar- right to charge more for short hauls
rest of Mrs. Porter and Talley on sus- than they do for long hauls over the
northwest of Tularosu.
picion.
Mr. Porter was not at home same route, under competitive condl
Rock
Is
Material wes unloaded in
at
the time.
Uons that higher charge should be
land by the railroad for a steel water
There has been considerable bad equable.
l
capacity.
tank of
blood between Connell and the PortTwo car loads of Mountainair en ers, growing out of a quarrel over the
Transcontinental railways won their
thusiasts went to Carrtzozo to attend water supply and land litigation. Con fight for title to $700,000,000 worth of
the road meeting at that place.
ncll was recently cleared of a charge oil lands when the Supreme Court
N. F. Thompson Is baling bear grass of perjury prefererd by Porter In the held void the clause in the patents
which he cut during the winter. He District Court of Roswell and Porter making the land revert to the governwill have about three cars of fibre.
served a jail sentence on action ment if found to contain minerals.
The Massachusetts Bonding and In brought by Connell, It Is safd.
The court held that the patents
surance Company have applied for ad
were irregular but that they could not
New Mexico Central Sells July 1.
mission to do business In New Mexico.
ba attacked collaterally by other
Albuquerque.
Simultaneous publl claimants but could be set aside onl
Some six thousand head of cattle
aere recently shipped from Lorhsburg. cation In Santa Fé and New York city by a direct attack by the government.
.
of the master's notice of sale of the
In brief, decision rendered by tbe
The price paid was a little over
New Mexico Central railroad on July Supreme Court follows:
Rates Government wins In lnterJudge Pope of Santa Fe has appoint- 1st, under mortgages of the Independ
ed John F. Young of Cuba and N L. ent 8teel nnd Wire Company, the mountaln rate cases. Interstate Comand other merce Commission order upheld.
HlbbyU of Plalnvlew, U. 8. commis- Pittsburg Trust Company
railcreditors, marks one more step In
Oil
Lands Transcontinental
sioners. "
m
aSSHai
clearing away the numerous entaugle roads win their fight for title to oil
Tucumcari received $4.000 worth of
the road and Its allied prop lands worth $700,000,000. Clause In
damage by the destruction by flr" of to Tits of
necessary to clear the way for patents making land revert to governthe residences of E. V. Newman and ertles.
the sale of the properties to the Gulf, ment if found to contain minerals, is
A. It, Walker.
New Mexico and Pacific Railroad held void.
A gravel pit Is being opened up Company,
which will complete the
statute
Tobacco Pool Kentucky
near Hard, eleven miles west of Rock road to Albuquerque, the coal fields making it legal for farmers to pool
Island, from which the railroad will of Hagan, Roswell and Farmlngton.
their tobacco Is annulled as unconsti
ballast roadbsd.
Financing of the road lias been com tutlonal.
Thirty boy scouts from Kl Paso aro pleted In France, Btibject to the clearCatholic Orders Decision of Court
having the time of their lives In camp ing of the title to the Central and its of Appeals which held that the vows
in the wilds of the Sacramento mounallied properties. Their entangled con of poverty In Catholic ordera were
tains near Alamogordo.
dition has made this u long and tedi void, as against public policy. Is reThe Albuquerque Commercial Club ous process of which tho pending mas versed.
Sagar Case Request of State of
let w tracts for a nine months' ad- ter's sale is a part.
vertising campaign In leading Eastern
Louisiana to enjoin secretary of
600,000-PounClip Brings $106,000.
magazines, beginning August 1.
treasury from continuing to grant to
Twenty-onwool ellns Imported Cuban sugar twenty per cent
Over a hundred automobile loads of r Santa Fe.
delegates have already been promised aggregating 600,000 pounds, sold at preferential below reduced duties ol
for the meeting of the New Mexico Re- Roswell for a total of $106,000. The tariff bill, denied.
averaged 18c a pound, the high
tailers' Association at Raton in July. wool being
19c.
est
Several eastern buy
The creamery ut Tucumcari is said ing firms attended the sales. It Is esEarl Wins Daughter of Havemeyer.
to have an output of l.onn pounds timated that a total of 2,000,000
The bethrollial Is anLondon.
dally. A single shipment of IL'.ono pounds will be sold In
Roswell this nounced of the Earl of Euston. eldest
pen. :ils of butter was recently made.
surviving son of the Duke of Grafton,
season.
to Edythe Havemeyer, 31, daughter of
The Roosevelt County Automobile
Association has been formed to boost Car of Frijoles Loaded at Estancia. the late Heury O. Havemeyer of New
good . ads for tliat section and securo
Estancia. - A car of frijoles was York. The earl is C4 years old and
couuly loaded here for shipment east. The is a widower with a son and two
for Portales and Roosevelt
seme of the transcontinental automo- bean business is one old standby in daughters. The Duk of Grafton enyear Monday.
bile traffic.
tered his ninety-fourtthe Estancia Valley country.
W. P. Riley, one of the largest fruit
OBREGON JOINS VILLA.
growers in the Hope district, will ship
Need Diver to Find Postoffice.
several cars of plums this year, and at
Ilillsboro. - William Mclienry, post- Huerta and Villa Delegates Invited to
least one car will be sent via parcel office Inspector In charge of
the Den
Conference.
post.
ver district, has been requested U find
City.
Mexico
An extraordinary sesFort Sumner will celebrate Fourth the postoffice which until the
recent
opened Monday and
of July at its Pavillou grounds with a storm was the most important
Congress
of
sion
Insti
public picnic, athletic events horse
tution at Ilillsboro. The pontofflce. organization was complete, i, but no
race, baseball game and
general building, contents and all else except other business was transacted.
good time.
the postman r himself disappeared In
Nogales, Sonora, Méx. Gen. Obro-gon- ,
Walter Wells, a lineman, was In- a flood which swept through Hills
one of tbe most powerful of the
stantly killed while on top of a tele- boro June 10. Charles W. West, the,
graph pole ut the Berrier dairy north postmaster, has notified the Denver rebel generals, has notified General
of Roswell when he came In contact officials that the most painstaking Carranza that he will break from the
movement
unless
with a live wire and 2,300 volts passed search has failed to tur up the miss- Constitutionalist
through his body.
ing posto! 1.
He believes It flouted Francisco Villa Is put In supreme conThis Is a real crisis in the rebel
Judge T. D. I., ill who has been at on the crost or the flood until It trol.
army and is regarded as a victory for
Martin Springs for his health, has re- reached the Rio Grande and Is now
Villa In his dispute with the rebol
turned to Santa Fé. He broke down somewhere In the vicinity of El Paso, chief.
s
while holding
court at Tucumcari. Tex. He has requested that an InspecJudge E. V. Abbott and Colin Neblett tor be sent "to Investigate."
Niagara Falls -- Through the invitaheld court in his place al Itaton and
of the Uulted States government
tion
Taos.
Seeks to Collect Policy.
and the good offices of the three
Corporation Commissioner O. I
Mrs.
Santa Fé.
Ross Garcia, widow South American mediators, represenOwen has received notice from the of Boss Garcia. Sib was murdered at tatives of the two warring factions In
Fsrgo Express Company that Torreón some months ago, has are Mexico the Constitutionalists and the
Well
lower express rates are to be Installed pealed to the state superintendent of Huerta government, soon will ba
In New Mexico following a conference insurance to help collect a $2,000 ac brought face to face In an informal
bet wen Mr. Owen and representatives
cident policy with the Pacific Coast conference distinct from the mediation
of the company at Chicago.
Casualty Company.
proceedings.
Three wells will be sunk between
Suicida at Maxwell.
Clark and Morarty In Estanclu valley
Day'a Deaths by Water and Auto.
ry
Maxwell.---HarR. Infhxlue, sou of
by parties who believe oil In quantity
Denver. Mau falls lroffi canoe and
A.
R.
Ingledue,
was
found
dead
on
his
may
be uncovered In that
and quality
In Washington Purk lake. Qlr!
drowns
bullet,
tied
with
a
hole
lu
Ills
temple.
section of the state.
In motorcycle accident dies.
Injured
He
had
In
working
been
field
the
Just
As a result of the contract whereby
Syracuse, N. Y. Twelve drown
the Farmlngton Light and Power Com a short time before and seemed lu when their launch strikes submerged
pan y Is to pump the water for tha city good spirits It is thought therefore, log In Oswego canal.
the company will Invest about $3.000 that his death was purely accidental.
Chicago. Several bathers go tt
In Improvements to the plum.
Darning Baby Bums In Home.
their death during storm on Lakt
Nearly a million and a half dolían
Demlng
Michigan.
The
three months-olIn taxes for the year 1913 were colbaby of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Mlddlekauff
dead, two la
Loa Angeles.
lected up to May SI 1q fifteen coun- was burned to death when tit Middle-kau- Jured, when auto overturns. Relativa
home, four ralles north of Dom of Oen. Huerta dies of Injuries whaa
ties of New Mexico which have sent
In reports to tha traveling auditor.
ing, waa destroyed by fire.
track by auto.
11-1-

by

New Jersey Town Buries Hammer.
Paterson, N. J On tbe site of tho
proposed new rapid transit r.tatlon. in
the heart of the city, Mayor Fordyco
and members of the board Of trad
carried out an elaborately arranged
ceremony to mark tbe passing of

feature of the program waa the burial
of "the hammer," borne to Its gratr
by six horses and followed by a procession, at tbe head df whicb wero
"Old
Pessimist.''
Chief
Mourners
"Chronic Kicker" and "Habitual
Grouch," each fashioned out or straw.
Names "Disease Prevention Day.'
Indianapolis, Ind. Gov. Samuel M.
October to
Ralston will name a daj
ndlana aa
be observed tbreugbot
The move- "disease prevention day
ment was started by the Indiana Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, and when Governor Ralston
in ai
of the plan he indorsed tho
proposition.
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3,437-barre-

$190,-000-

e
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Churches Urge Ban Upon Automobile.
automoblto
Ind. The
Frankfort,
was placed under the ban by the German Baptist church, which held tta
national conference on a farm near
Only three delegates voted la
here.
favor of the use of the machine, while
300 were against it.
The resolution
adopted, follows: "Whereas, We realise the difficulty and unpleasantness
In dealing with the automobile spirit,
we. advise all churches not to allow
their members to own or operate an
automobile, auto truck, motor cycle,
or any motor vehicle, at least until
such a time as they become In general
use or until we get more light on tha
subject."
EXPECT RECORD

CROP.

WHEAT

Will Produce Almost
Half of World's Average.
Washington. Nine hundred million
bushels of wheat almost half of tho

United States

world's wheat production, and a new
record for the United States Is the
prospective total yield of the farms of
the country this year, the Department
of Agricultu.-announced In Its Juno
crop report.
The enormous crop will be 137,000,-00- 0
bushels more than was ever grown
before In the United States In any
one year.
There also will be largo yields of
oats and barley, probably second in
slxe In the history of the nation. Tho
report shows:
Spring Wheat Area, 17,990,000
acres; condition, 95.5 per cent; Indicated yield, 14.6 bushels per acre; es262,000,000 bushtimated production,
els.
Winter Wheat
Condition,
92.7;
yield,
18.1; production, 638,000,000
bushels.
All Wheat Area. 53,377,000 acrest
condition, 93.7 per cent; yield, 16.9
bushels per acre; production, 900,000,- 0;u bushels.
Oats Area, 38,383,000 acres; condi
tion. 89.5 per cent; yield, 31.7 bushels
per acre; production, 1,210,000,000
bushels.
Barley Area, 7,528,000 acres; condition, 95.5 per cent; yield. 37.2 bush
els per acre; production, 206.000.000
bushels.
Rye Condition. 93.6 per cent; yield,
17.2 bushels per acre.
e
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Alcohol and Drue Addictions

cured by a scientific course of medication.
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Mr. Varney.
h, hoe lost

wife of a Confederate
one son and another Is
from wounds. 8hp reluctantly gives
hef consent for Wilfred, the youngest, to
loin the army If his father consents. The
federals are tun kins their last aaaault In
an effort to mntuee Richmond. Edtth
Varney
cures from President Davit, a
commission for Car-t-. Thorne. who la Just
recovering from wounds, as chief of the
telearspn at Richmond. Capt. Thorne
tells Edith ha has been ordered away.
She declares he must not go and tells
him of the commission from the president. He la strangely agitated and declares he cannot accept. Thorne decides
to escape while Edith leaves the room to
get the commission, hut is prevented ry
the arrli
Mttford. Wilfred's
Mr. Arrelsford of the Consweetheart.
federate secret service, a rejected suitor
at Edith's, detects Jonas, Mrs. Varney's
butler, carrying- a note from a prisoner
In I.tbby prison. Arrelsford suspects It
Is intended for Thorne. The note reads:
"Attack tonight Plan 8. Use Telegraph." Arrelsford declares Thome Is
Lewis Duinont of the Federal secret
service, and that his brother Henry ta a
prisoner In I.lbby. Edith refuses to believe and suggests that Thorne be confronted with the prisoner aa a test. An
order comee from General Varney for
Wilfred to report to the front at once.
Edith la forced to carry out her part In
the test of Thorne. The prisoner Is thrust
Into the room
alone with Thorne
reoornlses htm as his elder hrother. Hen
ry Dumont. They put up a fake fight
and Henry accidentally kills hlm-i't- r.
Caroline roes to the war department tele
graph office to send a message to Wilfred.
Arrelsford suspeote a double meaning and
refunea to let It go through. He and
Edtth secrete themselves to watch Thorne.
whose arrival Arrelsford expects. Thorne
takea charge of the telegraph office.
CHAPTER XII. Continued.
The Instant the departing measen
ger left him alone In the room Thorne

I could
awear to that signature
anywhere, air," said the messenger.
"Very wall." said Thorne, "jrou may
KO

CH APTER

XIII.

swiftness, hla revolver in hla right
hand, only to be confronted by Arrela
ford at the front window. The Utter
held In his hand, pointed fairly and
squarely at Thorne. the heavy servio
revolver with which he had Just shot
htm In the left wrist Thorne mare
swift motion with his right hand,
but Arrelaford waa too quick for him.
"Drop that gun!" he shouted. "Drop
It quick, or you are
dead maní"
There was no possibility of disobediThorny straightened up and
ence.
laid his revolver on the table. The)
two confronted each other, and If
looks could have killed they had both
been dead men. The soldier shrugged
his shoulder at last, took hla hand
kerchief out of his pocket, put one
end of It between his teeth, and with
the other hand wrapped It tightly
around his wounded wrist
The civilian meantime advanced
toward him, keeping him covered
with his revolver.
Do you know why I didn't sill you
like the dog you are, Juftt now?" he
asked truculently, aa he drew nearer.
"Becaune you are such a damned
bad shot, I suppose," coolly ansv-ereThome between his teeth, still tying
the bandage, after which he calmly
picked up hla cigar and began smoking again with the utmost indifference.
"Maybe you will change your mind
about that later on," the latter re-

The note of triumph in hla voice was
unmistakable. From the street the
three Inside heard a faint cry:
"What's the matter?" who calla the
guard?"
"Op here In tbe telegraph office,"
nM Arrelsford, "send them up quick."
The answer was evidently sufficient,
for they could hear the orders and tbe
tumult in the square below.
"Corpotal of the guard, post four!
Fall In the guard! Fall In! Lively,
men!" and so on.
The ki me appeared to be up this
time. Mr. Arrelsford held all the winning cards, thought Thome, and he
was playing them skillfully. Ho ground
hta teeth at the thought that another
moment and the order would have
been sent probably beyond recall. Fate
had played him a scurvy trick. It hsd
thwarted him nt the last move, and
Arrelttford had so contrived that hln

tete-a-tet- e

three-hande-

d

yor

very beautiful, but lacking In fragrance. Owing to tbe absence of moisFlowers In ture In the atmosphere freezing does
Delicate and weautlful
not affect vegetation at this altitude
Abundance, Though Absenco of
as tt does nearer sea level. The BowFragrance Is Marked.
ers, after having been completely
with snow for a day or two.
Snowstorms during the summer covered
regain their former vigor after
months are of frequent occurrence In will snow
departs, although they will
tbe
the Rocky Mountain region at an ele- appear
few days
wilted for
slightly
upward,
and
10,000
feet
vation of
anow bath.
their
after
to
ground
the
covering
sometimes
There la a tiny little flower of four
depth of several Inches.
the receding
The flowers at this elevation are petals which follow
Una, which Is
squally small, ef delicate tints Mftd snows far above timbear

level.
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By DOROTHY

PER.

INS.

A ROLL ER-8-

ATE GYMKHANA.
A gymkhana was originally an East
India entertainment
It consists of a
group of miscellaneous contests,

TRELLI8E8 FOR VINES.
Every girl, who owns a garden will
need a few trellises over which to
train her climbing vines.
games and "stunts," usually of a
The frame from an old umbrella
unique form. A roller-skat- e
gymkhana required for the top of the vine bower-showIs a brand-neIn Fig. 1. This Is a splendldi
Idea that will at once
Interest every boy.
For the wheelbarrow contest you
need ono roller-skate- ,
a piece of
broom-handl18 Inches long, a block
of wood, and some wire. Pisca the
piece of broom-handlacross the
block of wood, leaving an equal projection on each side, and nail It to
the block (Fig. Í), then bind the
block to tbe skate with wire, crossing
the wire as shown In Fig. 8 and pull
Ing each turn as taut as possible.
Figure 1 shows how to hold on to
the ends of the cross stick on the
skate while a companion trundles you

have

FlG.l-

support for morning-glorand wild
cucumber vines.
Use the handle from a broom, or
stick of about tbe same size, for the
center support of tbe umbrella-bower- ,
and by means of two strips of wood
about 12 inches long splice the umbrella handle to the end of the broom-handlbinding the strip In place wltb
heavy wrapplng-twlnas shown In

-

e,

long In regular "human wheelbarrow" fashion.
The bending race Is a good test of
skater, for he
a boy's agility as
must skate In and around post obstructions placed along the course
without making a single false movement that might cause the upsetting
of a post. The posts are sticks 2 or
3 feet long, with base blocks, Just
wide enough to make them stand unsupported, nailed to the ends as
shown in Fig. 4. Stand these posts
along the sidewalk 10 or 12 feet apart
for the first race Then bring them
closer and closer together in each
succoeding race. The dotted line in

e

Fig. L

Run a cord around the ends of the
slipping it through the
eye of each rib, or sewing It to each
eye If the cord Is too thick to thread
It through. Then bury the end of the
broom-handl- e
In the ground to a depth
of 6 Inches, and with it In position
take more cord and tie a piece to the
end of each rib. and a piece half-wabetween the ribs to the cord you have
umbrella-ribs- ,

n

"Let us In!" he cried angrily.
Quick aa a flash of lightning an Idea
cume to Thorne.
"Sergeant!" he shouted In a powerful voice. "Sergtant of the guard!"

2

"Sir!"

"Break down the door! Break It
down with your musket butts!"
As the butts of the muskets pounded against the heavy mahogany panel)) Arrelsford cried out In great surprise:
"What did you say?"
In his astonishment he did not notice n swift movement Thorne made
toward the door.
"You want them in, don't you?" the
soldier aald, as he approached the
door. "It ia locked and"
Hut Arrelsford recovered himself a
little and again presented his revolver.
"Stand where you are," he cried,
but Thorne by this time had reached
the door.
"Smash It down, sergeant," he cried
"What are you waiting for? Batter
It down I"
The next moment the door gave way
wltb a eraah, and into the room poured
the guard. The grizzled old sergeant
had scarcely stepped inside the room
when Thorne shouted in tones of the
fiercest authority, pointing at Arrelsford:

"Arrest that man!"
Before the daxed secret servlci
agent could say a word or press th
trigger the soldiers were upon him.
"He got in here with a revolver,"
continued Thome more quietly, mil
'

Is playing

fast!"

bell with

It.

hla

Hold

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Death Reveals the Truth.
The neighborhood of the tomb
larges the mind Tbt proximity

death
truth.

sharpens the
Victor Hugo.

11.500

So cloaoly

ers with the right hand and make
snow halls with the left.
On tbe other hand during the dead
of winter one nay often see the snow
In the big timber black with a very
small ties. It Is much small, ir than
the domestic pest and does not attach
Itself to animals. Theae fleas make
their appearance during a thaw and
tbe snow will look aa If a giant had

e

bolt held.

fine
feet above sea taken
doea it follow the soot over It.
melting snows that It Is often possi- magic during
ble to stand on one spot, pluck Sow- appear when

usually about

wrist would

scarcely realised at the time that he
had been hurt.
Arrelsford still stood by the win
dow, glancing out on the square but
keeping Thome under close observation. The evil look in his eyes and
the malicious sneer on his lips well
seconded the expression of triumph In
his face He hsd the man he hated
where he wanted him. It waa a splendid piece of work that he had per
formed, and In the performance he
ated his private vengeance and carried out his public duty.
On his part. Thome was absolutely
helpless There was that In the bearing of the woman he loved that prevented him from approaching her. He
hot a mute look of appeal to her,
Which ahe received with marble face,
apparently absolutely Indifferent to
his presence, yet she was suffering
oarcely less than he. In her anguish
ahe turned desperately to Arrelsford.
"I am not going to stay," she said
decisively, "I don't wish to be a witness."
"Whatever your feelings may be,
Miss Varney," persisted Arrelsford, "I
can't permit you to refuse."
"If you won't take me downstairs I
will find the way myself," returned
the girl as If she had not heard.
She turned resolutely toward the
door. Before she reached It the heavy
tramping of tbe guard was heard.
"Too late," said Arrelsford triumphantly, "you can't go now, the guard
la here."
Edith could hear tbe approaching
Idler as well as anybody. The way
was barred, she realized Instantly.
Well, If she could not escape, at leaat
She
she could get out of sight.
turned and opened the nearest window
and stepped out. Arrelsford knew that
ahe could not go far, and that he could
produce her whenever he wanted her.
He mude no objection to ber depart
ure that way, therefore. Instead he
looked at Thome.
"I have you Just where I want you
st last." he said mockingly, as tho
trampling feet came nearer. "You
thought you were mighty smart, but
you will find that I can match your
trick every time."
Outaide in the hall the men came
to a sudden halt before the door. One,
of them knocked loudly upon It
"What's the matter here?" cried the
sergeant of the guard without.
The handle was tried and tbe door
waa shoved violently, but the
brass

1
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In his

given him exquisite palri; as It was he

over-agitate- d
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the wound

The Tables Are Turned.
as the door was closed behind the mesaenger Thorne laid his
cigar down on the table. Then he
picked up the dispatch from the secretary of War which the messenger joined.
had Just brought in and folded It very
"Well, I hope ao," said Thorne, com
dexterously. Then with pair of scis- pleting his bandage and tying the knot
sors which he found In a drawer he so as to leave the fingers of his left
cut off the lower part of the secre- hand free. "You aee, It Isn't pleaaant
tary's dispatch containing his signs to be riddled up this way."
ture. He put this between his teeth
"Next time you'll be riddled someand tore the rest Into pieoes. He where else besides tbe wrist There's
started to throw the pieces into tbe only one reason why you are not lying
waste basket but after a moment's there now with a bullet through your
reflection he stuffed them into his head."
trousers pocket. Then he picked up
"Only one?" queried Thome.
his coat from the back of the chair
"Only one."
,7Do I.neáF Ití"
and took from the inside breast pocket another document written on the
"Yon do. I gave my word of honor
same paper as that which had Just to some one outside that I wouldu't
come from the secretary of war. kill you, and "
Spreading this out on the table he cut
"Oh, then this Isn't a little
off the signature and quickly pasted
Just between ourselves. You have
to It the piece of tbe real order bear- some one with you?" asked Thorne, Ining the real signature. He carefully terested greatly In this new developwiped this pasted dispatch with his ment, wondering who the some one
handkerchief, making an exceedingly waa who had Interfered In bis behalf.
neat Job of It
"Yes, I have some one with me.
Aa he did so be smiled slightly. Captain Thome, who takes quite an
Fortune, which had dealt him ao many Interest In what you are doing
leaped to bis feet and ran with cat rebuffs had evened up matters a little
returned Arrelaford sneer-Ingllike swiftness to the door, opened It by giving him this opportunity. He
and Quickly but carefully examined had now in his possession a dispatch
"That Is vefy kind, I am sure. Is
the corridor to make sure that no one hearing the genuine signature of the the er gentleman going to stay out
waa there on duty. Then he closed secretary of war. Even If he were ir. there all alono on the balcony or shall
the door and turned to the nearest terrupted the chances were he would
window, which he opened also, and still be able to send It. So soon as
looked out on tbe balcony, which he he had doctored the dispatch he sat
He closed tbe win- down at the Instrument and once
saw was empty.
dow and came back to the table, un- more essayed to send the message: A
Now during alt this rapid bit of mabuckling his belt and coat as he came.
These he threw on the table The nipulation Thorne had been under
coat fell back, and he glanced In the close observation, for Arrelsford and
breast pocket to see that a certain Edith Varney had come from the comdocument was in sight and at hand, missary general's office, where they
where he could get It quickly. Then had
concealed themselves
while
he took his revolver, which he had Thorne examined the porch, and had
previously slipped from his belt to stepped bach to the nearest window
his hip pocket, artd laid it down beside and were Intently watching. Fortunately his back partially concealed
the Instrument.
After a final glance around him to bis actions and the watchers could
see that he was still alone and unob- not tell exactly what he had done, alserved, he seized the key, on which he though it was quite evident that he
sounded a certain call. An expert was in some way altering some kind
telegrapher would have recognized it, of a dispatch.
a dash, four dots in rapid succession,
Just as Thorne began to send the
Arrels'ford
then two dots together, and then two message
accidentally
). He waited a struck tbe window with his elbow,
more (
few moments, and when no answer making a slight sound. The Instant
came he signaled the call a second he did so, he and the girl vanished
time, and after another longer wait be from sight. Once again Thorne reeent It a third time.
leased the key, and his hand moved "A Jet of Blood Spurted Out Upon the
After this effort he made a longer quietly but rapidly from the lnstru-men- t
Table.
pause, and Just as he had about
to the revolver.
The Instant It 1
pleasure
of Inviting him
have
the
reached the end of his patience be was in his hand he sprang to his feet,
a charming little
was in a fever of anxiety, for upon whirled
about, leaped to tbe gas in here and having
"
what happened in tbe next moment bracket and turned off the light The
The third party answered the questhe failure or the success of the whole room was left In darkness, save for
plan absolutely turned the silent key the faint illumination of the moon- tion, for Edith Varney came through
the window wltb tbe shattered pane
clicked out an answer, repeating the light through the windows.
ame signal which he himself had
Immediately he turned off the light through which Arrelsford had fired
made. The next moment he made a he ran to the doors leading into the and entered. Thome was shocked
leap upon the key, but before he could hall. They were provided with heavy, beyond meaaure by her arrival, not
end a single letter steps were heard
bolts which he shot the slightest suspicion that she could
swiftly, locking them on the Inside. have been there had crossed his mind.
outside In the corridor.
to
Thome released the key, leaned Then with the utmost caution he So she had been an
back In his chair, seised a match edged around the wall until he came bis treachery. He had faced Arrels-ford'- s
pistol with tbe utmost composfrom the little holder on the table and to the first window. He waited wltb
truck It, and when another messen- his left hand on the catch of the win- ure; there was something In Edith
ger entered he seemed to be lazily dow, and with his right advanced his Varney's look that cut him to the
lighting his cigar. He cursed in his revolver. After a moment's pause he heart, yet she did not look at him
heart at the Inopportune arrival. An threw it open quickly and stepped either. On the contrary, ahe carefully
other uninterrupted moment and be out on the balcony. It waa empty aa avoided his glance. Instead ahe turned
to Arrelsford.
would have sent the order, but as before.
"I think I will go, Mr. Arrelsford."
He must have made a mistake, he
usual he gave no outward evidence of
his extreme annoyance. The messen-ga- r thought, since no one waa there, and she said in a low, choked voice.
"Not yet. Miss Varney," he said percame rapidly down toward tbe be blamed the whole Incident to his
nerves. Iudeed, what he emptorily.
table and handed Captain Thorne a
The girl gave him no heed. She
message.
had gone through in the preceding
"From the secretary of war. Cap- two hours would have shaken any turned and walked blindly toward the
tain Thorne." he said saluting, "and man's nerves, migh: have broken most door.
"I don't wlah to stay here any longmen's. He was annoyed at having
he wanta it to go out right away."
"Here, here," said Thorne, as the wasted Areclous time, and turned to er," she faltered.
"One moment, please," said Arrelamessenger turned away, "what's all the table again, alopping on his way
ford, as she stopped, "we need yon."
this?" He ran his fingers through tbe to relight the light.
"For what?"
Once more he seized tbe key. He
envelope, tora tt open, and spread out
"As a witness."
the dispatch. "Is that the secretary's could telegraph equally well with
"You can send for me if you need
either hand. He did not lay down his
signature T" he asked.
revolver on the table this time, but me; will be at home."
The messenger came bach
"I am sorry," said Arrelsford, again
"Toa, atr; I saw him sign It my kept It In his right hand while tbe
fingers of his left band touched the interposlag, "I will have to detain you
elf. I'm his personal messenger."
"Oh!" said Thorn swroadlng the button. He had scarcely made' a dot until I turn him over to the guard It
or a dash when there waa a sudden won't take long."
dispatch out on the cable and O.K.-lnThe middle window waa opeu and
It, "you aaw him sign it yourself, did flash of light and the sound of an explosion, that of a heavy revolver, he stepped to It, still keeping an eye
-mingled with the crash of shattered on Thorne, and shouted at the top
Yes, sir."
"Very well. We have to be pretty glass. Captain Thome's flugera fell of his voice:
"Call the guard! Corporal of the
careful toolgbt" ha explained, "there from the key and a Jet of blood spurtla aomethtng on. You are sure of this, ed out upon the table and tbe papera. guard! Send up the guard to the telHe roee to hla feet with Incredible egraph office!"
re you?'
Aa soon

For Handu Bous and
Girls to Make and Do
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mesh sieve and slfte
They disappear aa if bj
freezing weather, to re
It moderates

Frightful World,
Tbe times are nerve-rac-
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Fig. 5 indicates how to skate In
and out around tbe posts.
Figure 6 shows a good leaping contest Sticks 4 or & feet In length
should be fastened to trees alongside
of the sidewalk, at a height of 8 or
9 feet above the ground, with one
end nailed to the true, and the other
end supported by a piece of rope run
from about tbe center of the stick up
to an upper branch of the tree, as
shown' In Fig. 6. Each stick should
have a screweye screwed Into It near
tbe outer end, and another near the
tree; then a piece of heavy wrapplng-twlushould be slipped through the

fastened around tbe ribs. Cut then
cords long enough to reach tbe ground,
and drive a stake Into tbe ground Ilk
tbe right position to fasten each co:d
to. Plant the vines you wish to have-ruover tbe frame, beside the slakes,
and entwlr.e the small tendrils around
the strings to give the vines a start
Then by guiding tbe little flngera, aa
the vines grow, so the vlnea will
spread over to the adjoining strings,
tbe spaces may be completely Inter
laced, and by tbe time the top of the
umbrella frame has been reached yon
thickly covered bower.
will have
The small trellis shown In Fig. S 1
made of laths. Any carpenter will

e

"

6

'

furnish you with what you need for m
(ew cents. The lathi may be nailed
together with brads as hown In Fig.
3; or tbe edges may be notched aa Indicated In Fig. 4 and the nda lashed
together with cord as shown In Fig. 6.
Cut the ends of tbo lath strips pointed

with a Htr
A trellis of r.
.ore elaborate design, hough one it Is quite ; s simple to make, la shown In Ag.
The
center circular frame is a barrel-hoop- ,
the upright pieces each aide of this
are aticka about IV inches square,
and the croaspleces are laths. It Is
easiest to build this trellis flat upon
pair of screweyes, and Mocks of equal the ground, and then set tt In position.
weight fastened to each end of the First fasten the barrel-hoobetween
twine.
the uprlghta; then cut tbe lath croe
Several of the hanging blocks piece to tbe right length, and nail
should be provided along the skating them to the uprights. You will ñutios
oourae, and each skater muat leap, that these are fastened to both sides
catch and pull down each block aa of the uprights; therefore a pair ad
he passes beneath.
each length of stria la required.
p

What's
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"Why, when we entered a frtend'i
house we used to be met by one ot
those awful bear beads on the rug
and now they're latrodneSng Chínese
dragon ruga I"
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Discovery of Oil Makes Change
in Mexican Town.

OMPANY.

MttipliKK

The next New Mtxico legislature shou)l
work for New Mexico anil its

be able t
interests in safe f

9 IBb:
D9ÜB

I
1

legislation.
Politics should cut no figure whatever in the election
of men to fill legislative positions. We dn't believe the
voters will be bamboozled into political liives ;i New M x
en's greatest tlLvloinient through sane legislation me inn
more than any political partv name can jive to a candi
NO. I
NO. 02
NO. SO
date.
be
per tiuart jti.no
per quart oc
pel uuari Si. 25
This being our view of political conditions we will
constrained to support only those candidates who in our
judgment are best fitted to accomplish the most for the rhese inks are a guaranteed product, it flows Ireelv, does not (rum
and is made for a hiih and drv climate. "It's Al! Write."
county and state, especially along lines of agricultural and
mineral development, and who are exceptionally free from Globe-WernicOffice Furniture and Supplies
political prejudices, if any such should exist under present
political'conditions by reason of being on one ticket or the Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
other.
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
After careful scrutiny of the political conditions it be
hooves us that to bring New Mexico under a broad state
of development, it is the common duty of every man to cut
Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
out party lines and cast about for the right man.

t?ane

--

ke

Typewriter

Subject To The Will

Of The

Brushes, etc., Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers

Primaries

"Subject fo the will of the primaries," would mean
that the voters of New Mexico would be required to clitni
nate in primary elections all undesirable candidates for

and Blank Legal Forms

public offices.

The primary law in those states where it is engrossed
the statute books, has demonstrated its worth to the
commonwealths. It is a law that must le enacted in
New Mexico to remedy present conditions in the political
arena. Man has not yet unearthed a sound argument
againM the statewide primary, hence it cannot !e adopted
loo soon. It is not a fossilized dream but a concrete fact
which the next legislature must cope with at this critical
.
moment of New Mexico's historv.
on

Short $25,000,000
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo is grossly disappointed over the receipts of the income tax moneys, report
ing a shrinkage of $25,000,000 which the treasury depart
ment did not collect, and to force the collection of the tax
by a supplementary law is now the program as outlined.
Secretary McAdoo has asked congress to pass a law empowering the department to investigate the books of those
who are subject to the tax to ascertain who is dodging his
part of the contribution to the national jackpot.
The income tax is a new plan to rehabilitate the U. S.
treasury to an equivalence of the amount lost in reducing
the tariff, and right here is where the administration has
found its hardest nuts to crack. The admihistration is
facing that part of the music where every note must liar
nionize with the national song of prosperity and confidence
or go to the trouble of feeding the masses from its already
crippled treasury.
Had the administration made one change at a time ami
watched its progress lefore tearing the inners out of the
industrial machinery, the American people would be more
riendly towards it even though it proved a failure.
Two men, who are supposed to be prominent in state
politics, are waging a bitter fijht against one another.
Klfego Baca, dove of peace of the G. O. P. in Bernalillo
county, is pecking away at the ears of the elephant trying
to dismantle the candidacy of Bull Andrews for congress.
Haca and Andrews both want the $7,500 job at Washing
ton, and the farce comedv comes in when the state convention meets and neither one will be nominated. It s time
for a change on the program when two men want to run

the republican party in this state.

With the troups ready to strike in Colorado the sKua-tioin the strike zone is not a commendable one. Colora-

the office

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good, Up - to - date Standard
X

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
(joods, Notions, Hats, nunnery, Trunks, Furniture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tinware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
PRICKS

AND

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

Company
Matkin Supply
Promptly
Mail Orders

Attended To
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steamers

Apart from the unlovely evidence of
increasing prosperity, Tamplco U still
picturesque. Only IIk water side. Its
river front, haa been "Improved." Behind the smashing noise of the railway
depot tbe old rabble of houses and
drinking shops and churches remain.
The place in Its essence, as It were. Is
still Central American and' beautiful.
Dirty, yes. but splendidly dirty.
The old square remains, and by the
square the green and white cathedral
aud the white painted, dirt Incrusted
Jail. The Jail is a romance In itself.
It Is a place unique. Perhaps the most
democratic prison In all the world.
There you can be lodged for some
trivial offense- - drunkenness, for Instance and then perhaps forgotten.
If you have no friends or no money,
you might remain there for months
Justice or should we call it law?
in Tsmplco is a casual thing.
Everything Is a matter of tomorrow
the
tomorrow which never comes. So that
if von happen to be a prisoner without
outside influence your stay may be a
prolonged one unless you have a few
dollars with which to bribe the jailer.
The worst of it is, your fellow prisoners will probsbly steal your clothes.
Ii.it, In spite of the wharves and the
railway, the old native market remains. The people from uprlver still
come downstream In their dugout
i anoes and barter with the town folk.
They exchange honey and sarsaparllls
and luscious fruits for pulque, tobacco
and cloth. Pulque of course, Is the na
tlve spirit- - the fermented juice of the
Hloe which produces quick drunken

NOTICE

The Vermejo híanrh having been made
a game aud fish preserva under the lav, 3
ni the State oi New Mexico, aod as it desirable to preserve and increase the game
and fish thereon, nonce is hereby given
that no permits lor shooting or fishing will
be issued for ihe next three years.
William H. Bartleit.
AVISO
El Kancho de Vermejo

es un preservo
de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
de Nuevo Mexico y como queren preservar y acrecentar la caxa y los pescados dan
aviso aquí que no darán permiscios para
catar por tres anoa.

William H. Bartleit.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture

in

Colfax county, whether tor the purpose ot
g
hunting. Ashing, pulling wild fruit, or
tire wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, it strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
he lull extent ol the law.
WILLIAM FKKNCH.
, (Signed)
for W. S. Land tt t attle Co.
cut-lin-

AVISO.
El trespasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con Is mira d
yata, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-ta- t
ness.
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
The little brown skinned, dark eyod
J. W. Swearingen, Prop.
children still gambol in bappy naked fio sin permiso; se prohibe est riciament
uess beneath the old bridge; and there c equellos que asi traspasaren serán prose- t tados al lleno de la ley.
one still hears the music of the naWILLIAM FRENCH,
tive Instruments. The women from Por
unspoiled districts of the
la Compnaia de Heces del W. S.
the
straight
colored,
Interior copper
haired women, shy and beautiful sine
their curious songs ss they unpack
NOTICE
their bundles of fruit, while their men
Whereas, our ranch situated on the
folk sun themselves and discuss cock
lights. Yes, by the old bridge In old headwaters ol tbe Costilla Kiver, Taos
Tamplco one can always And gorgeous county, New Mexico, having been made a
.
pictures ever chsnging and entranc- game and fish preserve under the laws of
ing, filled with flashing colors and in- the State ol New Mexico, koown
at "The
finitely brilliant
Costilla Game and Pish Preserve" and
But, of course. Tamplco is important in spite of these things. It is Whereas, the object of said game and fish
called the oil metropolis of Mexico. preserves being for the protection of game
Certainly it is the safest port on the aod ksh and their increase, therefore, noMexlcsn gulf. The place commands tice is hereby given that no permits for
most of tbe commerce of the City of hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
Mexico, and all of that of a vast num- during the next three years.
Ancient and Interesting Relict Ars
ber of mining camps and centers of
The Adams Cattle Company,
New to Be Seen at Stratthe Interior.
By H. W. Adams. General Manager.
ford House.
American Industry and capital have
together they have convert
combined;
London. The lxmdon mu. urn reed a remote, shallow and most treacb
moved from Kensington palace to
AVISO
erous roadstead into an Important har
Stafford house, la twice ai Interesting
The engineers brought rocks
bor.
Por
cuanto
nuesto
rancho situado eo la
aa It waa, and more. At Kensington
from the mountains TO miles sway
,cabeio del Kiu Costilla, Caodado da Taos,
Carry a full line ol
there was no acope for definite arand plied them out to sea Tbey built
uevo Mexico, es un preservo de caxa y
rangement. In the noble roomn of
COFFINS ask CASKETS
two great breakwaters, 1,000 feet pescad bajo las leyes del
Stafford houae overlooking tbu wall It
estado de Nue(o
7,
apart, which extend
a distance f
baa boen poaalble U follow a chronovo Mexico conosido por el nombre de "El
000 feetXinto the gulf. Thus, after a
TELEPHONE
20
logical order and to convey in the
million dollars or so was spent, Tarn Preservo de caxa y pescado de Costilla,"
ClUAKKON,
and the picture. Id tbe pottery
V M.
pico, from being a little village seven y por cuanto el objeelo de dicho preservo-d- e
and tbe weapons, In the books and ihe
rata ) pescado es por el protecion y el
miles up a surf guarded river, became
thousands of other local relics, a clear
a widely known port. The city la stlli acrecentamiento del pescado.
Por esta
and telling history of London front
seven miles up the Panuco river, but ratoo dao aviso que no darán permicio
Saxon limes until the present age
now big steamers cross Its shattered para catar durante tree anos.
The most inleresilng addition that
bar and moor alongside tbe wharves
The Adams Cattle Company,
baa been made to the museum waa
which front its railway system.
My II. Vv. Adams, General Msnager
shown In the gold and silver room at
is
is
a
river
curious
Panuco
The
a recent private view. It la a case
stream, wide and swift flowing. It
containing 1&0 Jewels of the early sevcume, and the ro winds and twists, and is instinct with
opportunity
never
by
century
were
a
found
enteenth
that
Baa DCs or crime that led to Its conceal
many weird crrehts. Navigators are
workman two years ago In chalk soil ment
will never be unearthed. The not in love with it. As s mattor of tact
Bewaie of Ointments for
If feet beneath the cellar floor of an scene of
IU recovery and tbe sum thai It Is easier for big ships to hit one of Catarrh that Contain Mercury
old house In London
to the man who found It re its banks than to keep within the fair- as mercury will surely destroy the sense
There are gold and enamel pendants was given
of smell and completely derange the
d
way.
and rings, enameled gold cbalntt, a nialnc a secret.
whole system when entering it through
the mucous surface
Such
gold and enamel scent bottle set with
tides should
To Celebrate With Movies,
never be used except on prescriptions
Ovsr
Ashes
Racetrack.
Man's
Y
N.
very
The sane Fourth ol
flue
Jamaica.
diamonds and rubles, and a
physicians,
from
aa
damage
reputable
Lexington, Ky.- - Helatlves of George they will do ts ten fold to thethegood
you
diamond ring, cryatal chalices pnd July committee ha decided that th
possibly derive from them. Hall's
can
many
driven
B.
Clstr,
has
of
W.
who
other communion relics, amethysts, tango Is no improvement over Are
Cure, manufactured
Catarrh
by F. J.
horses,
hsve agreed Cheney
Co Toledo. O
sapphires, rublea. garnets and tur- crackers. Thsy will celebrate with tbe world's famous
contains no
o comply wttn nis ciying request tnal mercury, and la taken Internally, acting
quoises.
"movies."
lis body be cremated aud tbe ashes
Uke the box In which they ware
tered over the Lexlng.on driving
found, with the earth all over them,
Caused Saloonkeeper's Arrest.
the pearls had decayed. But for tin
Toledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
Co TesHuntington. N Y Mrs Grace E
timonials free.
rest tbe treasures, a obe of the visit Marnier bad Jacob Oulden, a saloon
by
Ttc per bottle.
Sold
Druggists.
Price
Jailors Attend Banquet
or remarked, b,ave the appears. ice of keeper, arrested because he refused tt
Take Hall a amity Pill for ooastlpsllon.
Chicago
After making every prisbeing so extraordinarily modern thai stop serving drink to her husband
,
oner promise to be good and not get
n
all tbe grins look as though they migbt
Into mischief, jailers and guards at
be bought in a Jeweler's shop today
Children Answer Purpose of Clook.
the county Jail locked cell doors,
Three hundred years ago some oue
Wlnsted, Conu 8. W. McClevo tell
tbe lights and attended a
must bavs buried
tbe time of the day by the faces of bit turned out
Mt cuasi ZiBunor la
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to
banquet
is
ket of treasures, I
cry
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Cimarron Transfer Co.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice'

far-of-

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers

a

n

do should blush with shame in allowing such conditions to
exist. There is a time and place for everything.

It is impossible to keep tourists from passing through
the Cimarron Canon notwithstanding the working of the
little hammers along the Camino Real. We pride ourselves on not knocking.
An empty dinner bucket is not psychological, neither
is an empty pay envelo. These two work hand in hand!

and are important factors in the present campaign.

The farmer who used scientific methods this year in
cultivating and caring for his crops will have more than
the one who trusted to nature.
Lorimor has played his tt:ne in hanking and politics
Illinois, as a result of making foolish invesements. It
is the same old tune of dog eats dog.
in

the cosan clerk nf Col tu
Land Cam Cti
M
Harden, Mat 5th. too i sod
Despite Grimy Fvldences of Com
'i
ÜOpli rnlirr j,lb, IttJOf,
ha been created s
mcrce Port Still Is Central Amsrl-csgame ano fish preseros, under the Isws ol
and Interesting Much
.New Mekiioanii Hossissaf del y imned.
ustle Evident.
will licenses, sil sain" 'liradrui d,
New York. At Isst Tsmplco has be name birds anil game huh heome the prn- come world known. On that cluster of USYI1 nl tbs nwasjv and no finning orhuul
bkagalowa, i,, old church and tli Jail on: on aid Vermejo Ksnch will I perbuilt on a sand heup, the eyes of tbe nio in! wIilfc'MM written iiermisiion It m
world are focused
di,- oMrner i.r hi
su hunted ageui.
The little port up the I'anuce river,
pico,
ougbt nuer to have become
'lam
u ment city.
It liax none of the
of a city. If only oli bad dot
been discovered the placo wouli be to
AVISO
day as it was 100 years ago a laxy.
El Pancho de Vermejo situado eo el
fly bitten center of indolent Industry
otilado de Coltax. Nuevo Mexico, como
A point at the end of the liver con
registrado en el olencins del secretar-todesta
vtnlent tor bartering purposes; someel Condado de Colla de la compañía
where where tbe Indian womeu could
beach their canoes and exchange their de el Maxwell Land Grant a Mary W.
fruits and dye stuffs for cloth and Bartleit el dia j de Mayo. 1902 y el dia
Kauri) finery.
25 de Septiembre, es uu preservo de cats
Nowadays there are wharvea there y pescado bajo las leyes de Nuevo Mexico
and a railway depot. Btg steamers y las licencias dado. Bajo dicho licencias
are alongside the quays and mechanics todos animales, najaros y pescados de caIn dirty blue overalls make the land- za
son la propiedad del dueño y no darán
scape unpleasant to look upon. Where
once there was nothing but the subtle permiscios para catar en dioho rancho de
murmur of exquisite heat, now there Is Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño
William H. Barlleti.
the noise of locomotives and the Jarring rattle of the Rear of unloading
iii
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Cimarron, Pew IHexico
Ball Games, Horse Races, Broncho Busting,
Ring Tournament and all the things that go to
make up a Glorious 4th. Good horses are
coming from all the county to participate in the
I
i
r
it
Tii
ii
.1
trpp-tnr-rarps. march
rarps.
a
hprp wi hp
.
a
!
i
i i
r
i
races,
mué aasn, Keiav races, etc., etc.
--

PROGRAMME
FORENOON PRZ.
EVENT

9:

1

5

10:00
1

0: 5
1

10:30
10:45
10:30

1st

AFTERNOON
2nd PRZ

$10
Broncho Contest
3
2
100 Yard dash
.50
Shoe Race
.75
.50
Girl Race
.75
.50
Boys' Race
16 Yr. Bali Game, Dawson vs. Cimarron
$5

1

EVENT
1

1st PRZ.

2nd PRZ.

:00 Ball game, Maxwell vs. Cimarron

2:30
Free-Fpr-A-

ll

1-

-4

Free-For-A-

H

race

$10

$5

10
10

5

3oo yd. Pony Race

Relay Race, 3 Laps
Match Races Between good Horses

5

Dance In Athletic Hall
All Roads Lead To Cimarron
On July 4th. Come Everyone

OIMAKBON NBW8.
THE

FOR
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SHORTCAKE

LATE

Recipa From New England, Where II
le Said the Delicacy Wu
First Made.

5plH Quotation
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It Is said (hat strawberry shorttake originated in New England and
wild strawberries were first uaed In
it. If you have eaten such a shortcake, made where "the wild strawberries Brow," you know how supe
rior It Is to the ordinary kind. However, w must content ours Ivor with
cultivated berries. Reserve enough
of the finest berries from two quarts
to cover the top of your cake
Cut
the remaining, berries In half, or
alice if large; sugar well and stand
for an honr, at least.
Make your
cake with three pints of sifted pantry
flour, three) teaspoonfuls of cream, of
tartar and a teaspoonful of salt sifted
In
Rub in two tablespoonfuls of
butter and one of lard Mix It with
a pint of milk with a teaapoonful of
soda dissolved In It. Three teaspoon-ful- s
of baking powder may replace
the cream of tartar and soda. Roll
or pat out half an Inch thick, and
bake In either one or two cakes in
a quick oven for flftueu or twenty
minutes. Split the cake open do not
cut It as aoon as baked, as cutting
Butwhile hot will make it heavy.
ter both top and bottom portions and
spread each with a thick layer of berries; put together and aerve with
good rich cream plain. Use whipped
cream only for sweet strawberry cake.
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corn fed, good

.$7.508.65

corn fed. fair

ef

steer,

6.7K(fl7.60

pulp fed, good

scf steers, pulp fed, fair
to good
itpcf steers, hay fed, good

ielfers. prime corn red ...
ows and heirers, corn fed,

good to choice
Cows and heirers,
fair to good
Cows and betters,
good to choice
Cows anJ heirers,
fair to good
:owb and heifers,
cood to cholee
Cows and helfors,
fair to good

7.00

t.

e.50'R7.2--

corn red,
5.7&

pulp red.
pulp red.

h.i"i
5.&uwo.du

hay fed,

hay fed,
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imv

s.8ert.

4.00?5.O

anners snd cutters
Veal calves

8.B04tl1.7S

r.(Mi'at.'
5.757.no
Stags
eeders at.rt stockers. good
7.00ÍT7.75
to choice
Fvoders and stockers, talr
O.üñiítfT.oo
to good
FOR BUSY HOUSEWIVES
and stockers, com
&.50eC.zo
mon to rair
Knives which have been used ror
be
can
onions and smell of them
Hogs.
.$8.20(íi S.2.".
cleaned by drawing them through a Cood hogs
piece of carrot two or three times.
Sheen.
To remove
marks from
$7.76fi8.65
japanned trays use sweet oil. Rub It bambs
5.Í0ÍÍC.25
In well till all marks disappear, then Kwe
(light)
6.60ÍI 7.00
polish the tray with dry flour and a Yearlings
B.ongrts.oir
Wethers
soft cloth.
6.25if7.2.
Lambs íshorn)
or
When gilt trames or molding
.'
6.00 5.25
(shorn)
Ees
rooms have specks of dirt from files
Hay.
and other causes upon them they may
ÍF. O. H. Denver. Carload Price.)
be cleaned with white of egg applied
Colorado upland, per ton 14.00 15.00
with a camel-hai- r
brush.
13.00
Peel onions from the root upward Nebraska upland, per ton 12.00
Colorado
Second
bottom.
eyes
your
and they will not make
and Nebraska, per ton. 11.00l2.oi
smart.
18.00i?'19.0(
Timothy, per ton
Save cold tea lett from supper and AKaira, per ton
8.50
7.50
use In place or water on your house South Park, choice, ton.. lC.oO rn 17.00
plants.
San Luis Valley, per ton. ll.i)O12.0O
Starch shoulü be mixed with soapy Gunnison Valley, per ton. 15.00 1C. 00
4.5Uffl s.'tv
water, for thus tbe linen will have a Strew, per ton
more glossy appearance and be leas
Grain.
likely to stick to the Iron.
Wheat, choice milling. 100 lbs. .$1.37
teapots
been
not
Silver
have
that
,06
.
Rye. Colo., bulk, mo lbs
and constant market tor
for some time get musty and so Idaho oats, sacked
. 1.54
the sale or grain and pro- used
. I.M
visions, independent or an give a peculiar flavor. This can be Corn chop, sacaed
1.53
or sugar Corn, In sack
Immediate, actual, existing preventedpotby putting a lump away.
1.25
Colo., per 100 lbs
Bran.
Into
putting
the
before
consumptive demand.
What is more Important
Flour.
Poor Man's Mushrooms.
to the agriculturist, it pro.$2.15
Standard Colorado, net
y.
consld
always
been
have
Radishes
vides him with read.-moneTry
raw.
to
good
only
the
eat
which In turn finds ered
Dressed Poultry
following when mushrooms are at a
Its way through the counIS ',i 21
fancy D. P
Turkevs.
01
14
try stores to wholesale premium: Peel and alteo large rad Turkeys, old terns
"...14' m 15
merchants In great cen- lshes, and when you put your steak in Titrkevs, choice
i5
ters of trade, and. more the pan turn In the sliced radishes and Hens, large
13
than any otber measure, allow them to cook in the Juice ot the Hens, small
IB
f 17
keeps the complicated ma- steak until quito browu. Berore tak Ducks
12
&Z
chinery ot business In har- lng them out put In a gbnerous piece Geese
9
& 10
Koostes
monious activity, it also of butter. Season with salt and pepThey can hardly be detected
has the effect or bringing per.
Live Poultry.
to the knowledge of the from the real article.
:n
13
Hens, fancy
very
good
always
when
are
Radishes
farmgrain dealer and the
28
2C
Broilers, lb
very
sort.
Boil
turnips.
as
boiled
necuntil
are
7
6
er all facts which
Roosters
season,
cream.
and
1C
Delineator
mash
ÍD18
I'urkcys, 10 lbs. or over . . . .
essary for them to know.
1
If!
13
Ducks
In order to arrive at the
iO
di II
Ueese
Cornstarch Fig Pudding.
intrinsic valup or their
Three cuptuls milk, one half cupful
grain, as measured by thp
Eggs.
b
cuprul sugar
supply and the demand cornstarch,
teaspoonful salt KKgs. graded No. 1 net, F.
level
the world over and the
17 '4
O. B. Denver
year through Under Its whites two eggs, six figs sliced and cut Kegs,
graded No. 2 net, F.
operation, all Information In small pieces. Scald the milk In
O. B. Denver
12
concerning the movement double boiler. Mix cornstarch, sugar Kggs, case count, lesa com
of grain, and of the mar- and milk. Add to the hot milk and
4.75íjú.l5
mission
Add the
kets of the wofld. is placed stir until thick, and smooth
figs, cover and cook for 20 minutes
Butter.
at the service or the
26
stirring occasionally. Heat the whites Creameries, ex. Colo., lb. .25
26
f .oeculatlon every buyer and of eggs stiff and add the hot mixture Creameries, ex. East, lb. .25
... .v.
23
II the bull" thinks gradually, beating it in. Pour into Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
every seller Is a tree lance
21
Process
or next mold wet with cold water and chill
price
the
down
pulled
the "bear" has
1SV4
Packing stock
warprospects
crop
May
be
served
the
hot
cream
with
Serve
than
Mar's wheat lower
under
horns
and
neck
hi.
puts
if
desired.
rant, the "bull"
Fruit.
upward. They
Apples. Colo., extras, box. .$2.50i) 3.00
the quotations snd hurls them
two
cane
like
figure
2.00 i 2.50
Apples, Colo., fancy, box
Scalloped Mutton.
stand there, to change the
1. 25
1.5
cocks. There can never be an alliance between
Cut cold mutton Into thin little Apples, Colo., choice, box.
these
between
these two opposing Interests. Hut
pieces. For each cupful or meat add Cherries, Colo., crate. . . . . 3.00 ft 3.50
1.25ft 1.75
two sell interests equilibrium Is established.
teaspoonful or salt and bit ot Gooseberries, Colo
one-ha.1.25 2.00
Unrortunately. the public knows to Its sorrow pepper. Butter a baking dish, cover Strawberries, Colo.
It
than
the methods ot the bucketshop better
then
Vegetables.
Hucketshops bottom with bread crumbs, gravy
does the legitimate boards or trade.
or Pees, Colo.
layer or meat, with a little
6
8
as
same
exactly
the
are
In outward
dish
until
Continue
sauce.
tomato
1.0041.7S
cwt
Potatoes,
They
are
company.
wire
the offices or a private
Cover top with thin slices of
Hucketshops do not full. potato,
intentional counterfeiters.
dot with butter, cover
raw
MISCELLANEOUS MARKET8.
with
their
simply
bet
trade In grain at all Thev
close snd bake 46 minutes; uncover
hold
frequently
Lsad and Spslter.
customers on the fluctuations aud
15
minutes.
and brown
back or'make fluctuations vo suit themselves.
lead,
St. Louis. Spelter. $4.95;
The real broker, however, who ts a member of
$3.80; bar silver, 66ttc
Baked Sliced Ham.
regular authorised grain exchange wantB his cusPlace in baking pan a slice of ham
tomers to make money, and ir It Is In his power,
Prices In Chicago.
one inch thick; It tbe bam Is not
cut
knows
that
he
they
money.
dou't
If
they make
In cold water
Chicago. Butter
soaked
Creameries, 20
be
should
It
mild
commission
the
he will lose their trade because
27c.
an hour. Spriukle on top a little pow
is all that he makes
Eggs At mark, cases Included, Hi
mustard, twe tablespoontuls
It is Interesting to trace "the handling of a car dered sugar, two tablespoonfuls vine- 18c; ordinary firsts, 1717V4c; firsts.
brown
Into
It
Is
delivered
until
arrival
fro.n
grain
of
gar, add little water and bake about 18l8fcc.
the elevator. First, It la necessary to provide
forty minutes, basting often. Add a
the
tor the protection ot cars from thieves a'ter
New York Produce.
reaching the ielghborhood or the city. Railroad Uttle boiling water to the gravy, but
a'. do not thicken.
Nw York. Butter ladies, current
yards, as a rule, are located In remote pa-- ta
make tlrsts, lV420c; seconds, 19c.
large cities, and thIÉ remoteness, together with
Cheese State whole milk fresh
Sausage Sandwich.
the tact thai they attract to their neighborhood
or colored, average fancy, 14
number of petty pilferers, makes special protec
Put small sausages on a baking dlah white
16c.
For this reason the Chicago and sot In a hot oven. Turn
tion ncessarv.
Qggs Fresh gathered extras, 28
board of trade maintains a detective service
until brown on all sides. Cool
Upon arrival, under the protection mentioned sRghtly and split lengthwise with a 26c.
Dressed Poultry Western chickens,
the first official handling of the contents of a abarp knife. Butter a thin slice of
car of grain occurs when tt reaches the Chicago brown bread lightly, lay on a ertap froxeu. 14Vi20c; fowls. 13Vilc;
inspection yards or any given railroad, wheraupon lettuce leaf, then the sausage and last turkeys, 2526c.
the seals are broken by an employe of the stats another alios of brrad.
Chicago Grain and Provision Priesa.
grain inspection department, to permit Inspection
Chicago. Wheat No. 1 red, 90tt
and sampling by tbe stats Inspectors and the
Grapefruit Salad.
mc; No 2 hard. 491Mic; No. 2
receivers' agents. The cars of s train are then
To use grapefruit aa a salad remove Northern, 3'x4Vs; No. 2 spring, 93
resealed and ordered to the various unloading Use pulp from the rind and add to let84c.
points, auch as public and private elevators
No. 2 yellow.
Coru No. 2,
tuce leaves with chopped nets or
transfer houses, mills and some Urge wholesale oelery Serve with either mayoanalss 71714c; No.7072c;
3 yellow, 7171Vc.
feed stores, where they are unloaded and weighed or
Oat- s- No. 3 white, 4040V4c; stand
freoon draasing
under the supervision or the board or trade weigh
ard, 40tt41c.
Ing department, which has stationed at each of
Rye No. 2. 6667o.
Arrowroot for Fruit Juice.
these points one or more men to look after such
Barle- y- 6062c.
to
thicken fruit
Use arrowroot
Timothy
work.
$4.254.6.
fulos. It oooks clearly and does not
Clover
$10.0018.00.
Racb car, when unloaded, Is thoroughly cli
nor
color,
cloud
the
destroy
tha
$20.67,
Pork
swept
In
with
a
broom.
order tbi
out and
of the fruit
Lard $10.05.
grain may be accounted for.
Hulls

Feí-der- s

hot-wat-
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undoubtedly la the most
unique sign language employod
anywhere In the world Is to be
found In Chicago. It Is different
from other sign languages In
that it Is called Into use only between the hours of 9:30 a. m.
p. m. each week day, and
and
because of the fart that before
and after these periods Its users
depend upon ordinary methoda
of speech tor communication.
Hut perhaps the most remarkable feature of
this sign language lies In the fact that Its characters while only nine In number are each of such
importance that thousands of dollars
are involved practically every time one of them
HAT

1

i

1

g

la made.

This extraordinary system of communication
the means by which brokers on the Chicago
board of trade conduct their business of buying
and selling on the open msrket. It Is peculiar to
this Institution, being unlike that used on the
floor of any other exchange In the world
To the casual visitor watching the crowds congregated about the different pits during the times
of a flurry In prices the signs used by the traders
liave no intelligible meaning, but to the experienced trader a simple movement of the haud
attracts attention and at the aame time conveya
all the Information necessary to consummate a
deal.
This sign language has developed with the
growth of the board and Its use has long since
become a necessity. The turmoil snd hurly-burlresulting from a thousand traders seeking to
attract attention In the excitement of the hour,
addpd to the click of hundreds or high keyed telegraph Instruments and the noise of a small army
of messenger and errsnd boys scurrying about,
makes articulate speech practically Impossible.
Then. too. the eye Is quicker than the ear, and
Its signals given with the hand or by a gesture
of the head mean as much as a telegram to the
party addressed snd frequently permits the rinsing of a trade, when. If time had been taken In
an attempt to reach the side of the party making
.an offer, some change might have taken place In
the markejt and the opportune moment would
have been lost.
Ttu sign manual of the pit trader Is simplicity
ttselr, and with a very little practise anyone can
become adept at It. althongh. of course, this does
not mean that It will perfect him as a master In
the strategy and generalship demanded of a
good broker Por Instance, wheat having sold at
to cants, a trader catches the eye of some one
opposite In the pit who has 60,000 bushels to sell,
and partly by telepathy and partly by a motion
of the clenched first, signals that ha will take
the "50" wheat at W The seller, In reply, holds
up his right hand with the Index finger extended
hnrlsontally. Indicating that he wants H cant
mors than the price quoted, or 0H cents The
buyer motions acceptance and signals back
Tha seller snd buyer than note on their cards
Smith,"
Jonas" and "Bot 50 at
"Sold to at
respectively, the number of bushels bought and
After
sold always moaning so many thousands
leaving the pit tha two traders moot and check
the operations
All ortoss are indicated by the hand and fingers
is

V

one-fourt-

one-fourt-

77PADZ7PJ

CnSC7W? irjHA.

when held in a aorlzontal position. The clenched
fist means the price in even cents. Kadi outstretched finger, the fingers being spread apart,
represents Bn added eighth' of a cent up to
the extended hand with all or tie Angers

"

and the
pressed together means
s
The hand
thumb only signals
vertically refers to quantities, each extended finger meaning 5,000 bushels up to 25.000
for the entire hand. Whether the grain Is being
offered or bid for Is shown by a slight motion ot
the hand to or from the trader mnklng the signal.
The official reporter .stationed in each pit sees
all this signaling, and partly by observation and
partly on Information given him by the traders,
notes the latest pries and gives It to a telegraph
operator at his aid, to be "put on the ticker."
Thus the price of grain Is made every moment
of the aeasion and transmitted to all the markets
of the world.
While the visitor who sits In the gallery overlooking the floor, and who understands nothing
of what Is going on below. Is likely to be impressed with the thought that he Is looking at tbo
vitals or a lunatic asylum, thera is really no other
business so well organised that one man will accept a nod and a shake or the finger for thou
sands or dollars without argument. This means
that It Is a business embedded In honor. No contract, either written or oral, Is more binding than
ths contracts to which a member or the association Is a party. No Inrormallty. no absence of
legal technicalities, will avail under the rules of
the association to absolve s man 'rom undevtat-Incompliance with every term and every teature
or his business obligation. Every pretext ror the
avoidance of such obligation Is brushed aside by
s Jury, not of a court, but of business men. his
peers, snd is not permitted to obscure the spirit
and Intent of his promises, or to release him
from his responsibilities as a man and as a merchant Whan It is considered tbat In a single
year more than 500,000.000 bushels of grain have
been dealt In on tha board, the success of the
system employed Is apparent
The system of buying and selling ror future
delivery, as applied to grain especially, and as
practised upon and safeguarded by the rulas or
tha grain exchanges located In our great primary
markets, la much discussed and regarding which
It was
there Is mora or lass misunderstanding
devised solely in tha Interest or the farmer and
Interior grain buyar. It provides ror the economl
cal marketing of the chler grata crops 'f the
West, and creates and maintains a broad active
three-quarter- s,

seven-eighth-

g

.
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ooea-sloualt-

traas-pareno-

Ubs

$11.00

11.62.

CIMARRON NEWS
t. To every action there Is always
an equal and contrary reaction.
The first law of motion sutes that
a body once set In motion will mors
forever In a straight line with the
same velocity unless acted upon by
some other tores which compels s
change.
This property Is known as
Inertia. Inertia Is not a force, bat Is
the result of absorbing force.

Fundamental
Principles of

By ALBERT S. GRAY,

ML

The hardest thing we have to overcome in ourselves Is mental Inertia.
An Idea once formed will persist until
a stronger ons overwhelms It aad
alters It This Is the foundation of
habit and tha reason the past has so
strong a hold on as always. The past
Is the lino of least resistance and
leaning on It Is highly characteristic
of ons with a slothful Intellect, the tradition worshiper, the dawdling con-

D,

(Copyright, 1ÍU. by A. S. Grey)

FRICTION.

The Ms and efficiency of every
depends on overcoming friction,
friction wears things out, and to over
oma friction la tho recognised need
of today In every branch of Industrial
activity. A large Item In the cost of
operating every machine is that covern
ing
bearings and lubricaste. Neglected friction will quickly
wrfcok aad land any machine on the
scrap pile.
Railway systems, steamship Unes,
manufacturing plants of every description, telegraph and telephone companies, great and small, all employ
highly trained aad well paid experts
constantly to supervise and test apparatus aad structure for the purpose of
guarding against breakdown from the
development of any Inherent weakness
In physical equipment and to test financial sad executive departments in order to men re against breakdown or
any loss of efficiency tn these Important functions of our great artificial
bodies. Experience has evolved a now
wall established economic theory In
the buetnee world to the effect that
it is cheaper to spend money to prevent wrecks than It Is to spend money
to clear away and repair wreckage.
But for man himself, the one fundamental factor upon and for whom the
entire industrial structure exists, this
theory of the business world la reversed. The theory upon which the
medical profession has been organized
is highly absurd and Irrational The
physician must stand around and wait
until there is s human breakdown, and
then he is called in only as a repair
man frequently too late to secure
worth while results.
ma.-ehin-e

Thb

Co., Atlasta,

Coca-Co- la

Limitation of Art.
The bead of a certain Washington
family wai recently approached by
his son, Just nearlng his majority.
"Father," said he, "I want to talk with
jrou concerning my future. I hare decided to become an artist. Have you

any objections T"
Tho old man scratched his head
flectively and replied:
"Well,

no,

son

provided

re-

course, that you don't draw on me."

of

One profession at which It Is absolutely necessary to begin at the foot
la that of the chiropodist.
Don't be minled. Ask for Red Gross
Bag "lue. Mnkes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

o.

WRONG KING

OF

GARDENING

anU-frictio-

Form That Patient rjad Been Indulging In Was Not What Doctor
Would Have Recommended.
"Now comes the season when the
wife goes to the country and the husband, In the words of the Immortal
song, shouts 'Hooray: Hooray t'"
Thus Jerome 8. McWade, In an after dinner speech at Dttluth began his
response to a toast on "The Ladles."
"When the ladies are with us, we
are safe," he resumed, "but when they
go off to country pr shore, leaving us
In town alone, then our troubles begin.
"A man one summer day called on

a doctor.
" 'Doc,' he said, 'I'm all run down."
Lots of colors don't harmonize. For
Instance, red liquor shouldn't be used
""You look it, too,' said the doctor
for the blues.
sympathetically. I'm not going to prescribe drugs for a man in your condition. No, Blr, what I'm going to prescribe for you Is gardening.'
"The patient started and his unhealthy pallor turned to a dull brick

cr: mm- - Pork
and

Beans
Nutritious

Delicious

e
Plump and
in flavor, thoroughly
cooked with choice pork. Prepared the
Libby way, nothing can be more appetizing and satisfying, nor of greater food
value. Put up with or without tomato
anee. An excellent dish served either
hot or cold.
Insist on Libby
nut-lik-

Libby, McNeill

t

Libby,
Chicago

Throw Away

your complexion troubles with your
no need of either
powder puff

when you use pure, harmless

fifatlO

Face
Pomade

"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail 50c.

Zona Co., Wichita. Kansas.
HOWARD E, BURTON
Bpcolmerj prtcee: Gold, Silver, Lead, tl Hold,
v,
Gold, 60c Zloeor Copper, tl. Mailing
envelopes and full price list sent on nppllratlnn.
tTh-- ;

11

tllver "hloAbom wiu-- ntn vpure
1.60. Lesdvllls.Cola. Bel. Carbonate

iiwMnie
Nat-Ban-

mamssEPsssi
Valuable Information.
A happy couple were on their way
to Scotland. They had to change
trains at Carlisle, and an obliging por-

ter, while struggling with the

lug-

noticed that the young lady's
hair was dotted with rice. He approached the young man and, pulling
a folded paper fromm his pocket, said:
"A present for you, sir, with the
oompany's oompllments."
"Indeed," said the traveler; "what Is
ttT"
"A railway map, sir."
"Oh, thank you, but what are these
marks In blue pencil T"
"That's the beauty of It, sir; those
marks show Just where the tunnels are
And their length." London Tit lilts.
gage,

Can't Tell, These Days.
The two men had been observing
the antics of a strange man in (Hence
and finally broke Into speech.
Crawford Wbat'a the matter with
that fellow who Is holding on to the
lamp post and shuffling his feetT
Crab ih aw There was a time when
I'd have said he was drunk, but now
perhaps he's practising a new dance.
Judge
"How

Modem Business Man.
was the game, PUmaonT"

asked Withersly.
"Don't ask me," growled Pllmson.
"Just as I was starting for the park a
man came in and insisted oil talking
business to me the whole afternoon."
"That's tough. He took up your
time and you got nothing."
"Ob, I made $1,000, confound the
luck."
Well Kept
bow It Is that Qoodfellow
keeps his friends so long?"

T wonder

"He doesn't wear them out"

red.
" 'But, doc,' he said, 'gardening is
the cause of all my trouble.'
" 'Humph, what kind of gardening?'
said tho doctor Incredulously.
" 'Roof,' the man replied."
Too Late.
On an Atlantic City pier, gazing
sadly out over the blue water, a veteran of the Civil war talked about
the late Qeneral Sickles.
"A good man," he said, "a brave
man, but a most theatrical one. In
the black tragedy of hl8 youth, he was
kind to his wife, but something
marred, something vitiated his kindness I think It was theatrlcallsm
and the poor young woman died two
years after he took her back.
"Once, at an army reunion, I heard
Sickles rebuke a man who was running down wives and marriages.
SIckle3 said with a queer smile, a
significant smile, perhaps:
" 'Ah, Jim, the trouble with the
average married man Is that he
doesn't know what a Jewel his wife 1s
till he comes to put her In a casket.' "
Lacking

In

Abner Appledry Jay Oreen ain't
got no more pride and independence
about him lata a rabbit!
Ashton Allred Say, ho ain't?
Abner Appledry Nah!
Whenever
he takes a ride on the cars he never
stamps up and down the aisles nor
stands out on the back platform, to
show everybody that he knows his
rights, but Just sUb still In his seat
like he was In church! Puck.

Grandmother
Didn't Know
Certainly,
but she couldn't have cooked
the Indian Corn, rolled and
toasted it to a crisp brown,
wafer thin flakes, as we do in
preparing
A good cook?

"epoch-making.-

"epoch-making,-

"epoch-making-

"epoch-making-

"

it

Post
Toasties
They are delicious with
cream or milk, or sprinkled
over fresh fruit or berries.
From the first cooking of
the corn until the sealed, airtight packages of delicately
toasted flakes are delivered
to you, Post Toasties are
never touched by human
hand.
Grandmother would have
liked

x

Post Toasties
told by Grocers.

Fortune Hunter's Mother Wss Not
Dallng In Uncertainties, If
She Could Help It.
Miss Jeannette Ollder, the brilliant
critic, toyed with a pink and gold
mustache cup at the mustache cup
tea concluding the Bad Taste exhibition In New York.

"The

mustache cup." said Miss
"holds Its own even better
than the
cuspidor. But,
after all, there is spiritual as well as
material bad taste, and a spiritual
bad taste exhlhlt'on Is now In order.
"In the forefront of It I'd put the
fortune hunter. Not all our fortune
hunters come from across the water.
I heard of one the other day who belongs to the oldest family In AmerUllder,

hand-painte- d

Far Johnny.

Mrs. Briggs Is so good looking that
Mr. Briggs seldom finds It In his heart
to be angry with ber, but be was really
cross when she returned from Florida
"I understand," he said, "that you
passed yourself off as s widow while
you were away. How about It?"
She admitted It
"
"You ought to be ashsmed of
said Briggs, "but I suppose you
youi"-self,-

sre not."

"Of course I am not" said Mrs.
Briggs serenely. "I only did It on
Johnny's account. I wanted him to
have a good time, and he did. You
have no Idea how kind all the gentlemen were to him."
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servative
Ws are naturally conservativa be- ica.
The Actor of Todsy.
"But his family Is very poor, and
cause it requires an Initial effort to un"Psrdon me, but how could you
so
be
and
decided
his
have
mother
root old notions and habits; it Is painan actor with such an Impediful and we resent It We want to bo that he must marry for money. They ment of speech?"
were
of
discussing
recently, the pair
1st alone.
"Oh. no one notices It. The-tha western girl.
If because of some indiscretion WS them,
constantly."
siso
" 'Her fortune is large but vague,'
bad a pain yesterday for which by said
Is
the
mother.
'Resides,
she
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
recommendation of authority we took
something out of a bottle, It is easier gauche. Her feet are broad and flat. Crow Bag Blue. Make beautiful, eleas
gold
She
white
a
has
Her
clothe. All good grocers. Adv.
tooth.
front
to repeat the act again today than It
French Is execrable. She '
Is to determine the cause or to ignora
No, Not Half Bad.
" 'Oh. Í could make something out
the temporary penalty of pain and re" 'The Women We Marry' and Other
solve to sin no more. To repeat an of her,' the young fortune hunter asFiction." Newspaper headline.
confidently.
set la usually to follow the line of serted
Not bad. Chicago Tribune.
" 'Yes, but how much that's the
least resístanos. It requires less
question.'
said
bis
mother."
thought and less effort with each
repetition until Anally an automatic
oyde of reaction la established and a RECOGNIZED WORK OF ARTIST
habit is born.
With the track once laid, a word Negro Quick to Hand Out What
spoken, the flash of a sign before the
Might Be Called Important Piece
ADVICE TO
eye, the most remotely associated Idea,
of Misinformation.
each serves as a signal for a train of
thought bringing into action automaticCharles R. Knight, the artist, whose Take LydiaE. Pi nkham's Vegally a complicated line of
reproductions of dinosaurs and creaetable Compound and be
nerve centers, and the act Is again per tures of long ago are known the world
Restored to Health.
formed practically involuntarily, often over, prefers, however, to be known
as a painter and sculptor of modern
unconsciously.
Kansas City, Mo. "The doctors told
This is why the drunkard is in a animals. He has worked from the livperilous condition if hs contents him- ing model aB much as possible, and me I would never be a mother. Every
month the pains
self merely with saying or swearing this has taken him to the zoos In
were so bad that I
that he will avoid strong drink. many clUes. He was telling his excould not bear my
Thought precedes action and therefore periences at the zoo In Washington.
weight on one foot
"One afternoon an Important lookif thought be not clearly focused on
I began taking Ly-dsome wholesome dominant idea It ing negro came along with his best
E. Pinkham's
must Inevitably revert to the estab girl," he said. "They stopped for a
ComVegetable
I
minute
and looked at the sketch
lished line.
pound and had not
To rescue one permanently from was making of a deer.
finished the first bot" 'Yer know what he am doin', don't
habit we must have an equivalent In
tle when I felt
some mental occupation sufficiently at yerT asked the negro of his comgreatly relieved and
tractive to submerge the old impres- panion.
i took it until it
" 'Mebbe,'
answered the woman.
sions, else one's vitality will be squanmade me sound end
yoh?'
'Does
to
In
re
dered
the struggle. Inability
well, and I now have two fine baby
"
landscape
Shoh. He's making a
sist drink or drugs or bad habits in
girls. I cannot praise Lydia E.
's
ob one er dem habitats. Dere's mob
general Is because of inertia.
Vegetable Compound too highly
If one Is weak It la difficult to gen habitats In dis zoo than anywhere else for what it has done for me. I always
speak a word in favor of your medicine
erate sufficient power to overcome the In der United 8tates." "
to other women who suffer when I have
accumulated force of the little act fre
Lowest Bidder.
an opportunity. "
Mrs. H. T. Winn,
quently repeated, and one becomes a
"I have come to ask for the hand of 1225 Freemont Ave., Kansas City, Ma
slave to habit.
oiir daughter." announced the young Read What AnotbcrWonian says:
Habits may be good or bad; both
are the natuml and inevitable result man.
Ga. " I tell some suffer'Have a chair," said her father, ingCumming,
of training. For the future must grow
woman every day of Lydia E.
's
you
an
presume
kindly.
made
"I
have
present,
ss
oat of and inherit the
Just
Vegetable Compound and what it
to
keep
coBt
It
will
of
what
estimate
the present grew out of and inherited
has done for me. I could not eat or
taV past, intelligence gives thorough my daughter in She style to which she sleep, had a bad stomach and was
In
training, good habits, good health and has been accustomed?"
misery all the time. I could not do my
"I have, sir."
happiness. Ignorance or Indifference
housework or walk any distance without
"And your figures?"
gives bad training, vicious habits, dissuffering great pain. I tried doctors'
year."
a
"Ten
thousand
dollars
can
Bad
be
crime.
habits
ease and
medicines and different patent medisorry,
my
boy,"
said
older
"I'm
the
aubby
surely and safely broken, not
cines but failed to get relief. My husI
man,
cannot
afford
throw
"but
to
Htitutlon, nor by cures, nor by miracles.
band brought home yourVege table Comáway
2,000
year.
a
Another suitor pound and in two weeks I could eat anybut only by a frank and courageous
recognition of the true conditions and has figured he can do It for $8,000."
thing, could sleep like a healthy baby,
and walk a longdistance without feeling
a sane development out of them.
The fundamental necessity for the ERUPTION DISFIGURED FACE tired. 1 can highly recommend your
Vegetable Compound to women who
correction of bad habits Is Intellectual
Integrity a rare quality. The most
Lock Box 35, Maurice, la. "In the suffer as I did, and you are at liberty to
difficult and unpleasant duty we have spring of 1911 our little daughter, age use this letter. " Mrs. ChaBLUS BaO- to perform, but one absolutely neces- five years, had a breaking out on her ley, R. 3, Cumming, Ga.
sary if we would have good health and Up and part of her cheek that we
be able to use the greatest power took for ringworm. It resembled a
within the reach of man, thought, is to large ringworm, only it differed In
be square and truthful with ourselves, that It was covered with watery blisto see ourselves as we are.
ters that Itched and burned terribly, Is Growing
Smaller Every Day.
it.
made worse by her scratching
CARTER'S
LITTLE
through
would
break
the
blisters
Then
Thought is the one and only domain
out a watery substance. She LIVER PILLS lire .affJJJW I
wherein man can reign supreme, for and let
at
responsible
they
ae
while ws may not determine what wo was very cross and fretful while she not only give relief JgHefPADTrrfC.!
very
rest
at
little
and
It
had
had
we
govern
we
can
what
shall think,
they perma- - aWBSaWDlWHn I erw
was
its nentlycureCoi
aBWIHaiivvi
shall think about, and we have the night. When the eruption school atsent
of
the
worst
the
teacher
tipation. Mil-- .
power to analyze, to measure, weigh,
to lions use.
Judge and accept or reject any thought her home and would not allow her
attend until the disfigurement of ber them for
on any subject. Thought la a canniBlliuukllri,,
was gone.
bal because thought lives upon thought face
sample of Indention, Sick Headache, Sallow Skis.
a
wrote
received
and
"I
given
constantly
fresh
and
and unless
Soap and Ointment, which SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.
substantial food It must starve and Cuticura
we used according to directions, and
Genuine must bear Signature
become Inert.
they gave Instant relief, so we bought
Hut to think la to change; nothing some more. It gradually grew better.
can prevent that, and we have noted We kept on using Cbtlcura Soap and
that we aro constitutionally opposed Ointment and in three or four months
to change. Hence most of us solve
the child was entirely cured"
the matter by refusing to think; we (Signed) Mr. Henry Prlns, Oct. 22, DAISY FLY KILLER g
Just drop Into Une and do the conven- 1912.
con MlloL
name
I efeeep. nial
l
Lasts
tional lockstep and "go where we're
Soap and Ointment sold
Cuticura
Made of
litios,
pleasant
to
simple
and
is
spill
or
taken." It
metal, can't
tip
throughout the world. Sample of each
overt will not toll or
sit in the easy chair of the old order free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address postI njure snjthing.
wag
along; ons card "Cut lcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Guaranteed effective.
and let the universe
AM dossiers orteeal
travels much more smoothly it the
expresa paid for 91 00.
,
.
BASOLO SOUK al IN Dalai b Ave. Brocklro,
head oontalna only the Ideas others
Mental Arithmetic.
I
have developed.
Tommy,
spent
If
Tescber
LOSSES
SUREIY PREVENTED
of a certain sum of money, and BLACK l CvItar! Blaetief Pilla.
Bat there is another side to It. It la
freeh,
reliable: ureterre.! b
of the rea physiological truth that any organ, $3 represented
Waalero UK&mra bocaunn they ara.
teat
aere ataar
aaalaaa Fall.
denlsd the right to function, will mainder, what did I hare?
Wrlle (or booklet anil teet'raonlala.
10 deee pasa. Slaeklee Pilla n eo
Tommy The Jlmjams.
atrophy, and an atrophied organ sooner
anee. Blaaklee. Pilla 4.00
or later must become the source of Ul
Ilea ear lneaelor. but CuUar'a beat.
Tha euparlorlur of Cutter product t due to ovar II
any
of
department
The Reason.
health. Experts in
aoaciaiinnc in veaeiaee aa eeruate eaiy
i
oruiari. 11 imnnoainaMe, mini li..!
"Why to tt that young Rounder Is THEiHMM
human architecture will verify that
CUTTER
LABORATORY.
Sértela!. Califa.
fact The brain is the organ of thought, uoh a slow pay?"
-,.
"Because he U so fast."
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
constructed under pressure of necessity by a long Une of ancestors who
used It In the straggle for existence;
it is the dominant and fundamental
factor In the creation of all human
wealth and power and the general
AQP tlnxmt Very ,raoth"r though ' child must have
manager and regulator of our bodies
or
to make it sleep. These drugs will produos
today. Unused brain capacity causes
FEW DROPS TOO MANX will produce the BLEEP
Indito
both
wfilCH
the
danger
HtOM
and
THERE
trouble
whi
la NO WAKING. Many are tb.
have besa killed or whose health hue been ruined for life by paregoric, laudavidual and the community.
morphine,
num
and
each
of
is
which
a
naroutio
product
a
of opium. Druggists
better state of
We will come into
are prohibited from selling either of the nareotlcs named to children at all or
health not so much by improving
anybody
to
without
labelling
"
poison."
them
The
definition
of " naxootio"
physical conditions outside as by Imis "A median which nUievc pain and product eieep, but which tn poiton-ou- s
proving the physical apparatus and
dose produce itupor, coma, oonrmUion and death.'' Tho taste and
working of our own mind and bodies
smell of medicines
and sold under
OordiaJs?'rMng SyrupeiT' You
Drops ,,
of"
from the inside
should not
medicine to be given to your children without
or your iihysiolan know
of what rt is oomnosed.
O AUTORIA noKH tí.VT
OONTAIN NAKOOTIÍ5H If It luare tharim.h..
Megaton (England) W
of Chas. H. Fletcher.
There are now aeren women memOsaalaa Castor i a always bears the signature of1
bers of the board of guardians, Kingston, lg1"4 No other board In the
Mngdotn bas so many.
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Pink-ham-

machine will squeal and squeak
and sob when in trouble, and we all
know there are but two alternatives
to such conditions rest and lubrication to overcome the roughness, or an
early trip to the Junk yard. And it is
the same with man: Man feels, and
on every side we see evidence of the
squealing, the squeaking and the sobbing of the nerves composing the human machine : and but little effort .Is
made to remove the cause. And tn our
mortality and other statistical tables
we see the result In an ever rising
premature mortality an enormous
economic loss through destruction at
what should be the period of greatest
usefulness and efficiency.
Genius Is the type of mind that perceives and grasps principles where the
ordinary mind sees only Isolated facts.
Crtle, with the flash of genius grasping the principle of cell exhaustion, developed and demonstrated It to be the
cause of death from "shock," a discovery acknowledged by no less an authority than Sir Berkeley Moynihan at
a recent meeting of the British Medi"
cal association to be
"
not only beIt Is
cause It has reduced death from
"surgical shock" to an almost negli"
begible quantity, but
cause It gives a rational explanation
to the serious physical and mental results arising from long continued Irritation of any part of the body, whether the victim be conscious or uncon"
scious of the Irritation. It Is
because It establishes a reasonable cause for and a sane basis
from which to combat Intelligently
that large group of vague but most
distressing troubles covered by the
general term neurasthenia, conditions
treated with little success but considerable levity and profit by a large per
centage of the profession. And fur
because It
ther It Is
demonstrates msn to be subject to the
samo laws au the primary battery It
proves we can be run down and exhausted even beyond the point of recuperation by too frequently repeated
nerve cell discharges Incident to the
daily routine of Ufe. We may short-circuand exhaust our colls by ass-les- s
worry, work and friction, or we"
may guard our tissues and so conserve
our vitality as to Uve long and happily.
It is largely a matter of avoiding friction Irritation.
It matters not whether the Irritation
be In the eyes, the feet or the abdomen, the final exhaustion Is In the
brain, and the net result Is premature
A

"epoch-making-

His Affiliations.
"Down with all organizations!"
"8h ! Not so loud before that policeman."
"What has he got to do with It?"
"He belongs to the 'copper' trust."

WANTED TO KNOW THE FIGURE

decay.
INERTIA.

Matter Is anything that occupies
space and aU matter Is subject to universal. Immutable law. Our brains are
composed of matter and are. therefore,
subject to tbess same laws.
Amone the characteristics of matter are those covered by Newton's
three laws of motion:
1. AU bodies continue In a stats of
rest or of uniform motion In a straight
Une unless acted upon by some external force that compels a change.
I. Every motion or change of motion la proportional to the sating totee
end takes place In the direction of the
straight Une along which the totes
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NEWS ITEMS

LAIL
All branches of the dental art
Chas. Mayfield of Psrshall, Colcarefully practiced. Or. Locke.
orado, is buying cattle in this
this week.
a
Koht. Faris of Ute Park was
i
business visitor in Cimarron th

first of the week.
Meals t all hours are served at
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

Weber's Bakery

SUPPLY

Miss Rohr of Raton arrived in
Cimarron, Wednesday to be the
Ktiest of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Rohr
a few day.

P. C. Gallagher came down from
the Moreno Valtey, Wednesday
Patronize home industry and morning on his way
to Raton to .it
buy your bakery noods at Weber's
tend to business matters.
Restaurant and Hakery.

COMPANY

--

Bakers' Goods and

W. J. Kershner and son of Ra
P. M. Wilson of Trinidad was a ton were business visitors in Cimarron several days the first of the
business visitor in

Confectioners

WE SELL.

week.

All Kinds

roads will lead to Cimarron
Mrs. Harvey Chandler who has
on the 4th of July, to participate been seriously ill at her home it
in the grand celebration.
convalescing nicely at last reports.
Her numerous friends hope for her
recovery.
immediate
G. D. Siemantel of Raton motored to the Key City, Sunday to
The News is working for you and
renew old acquaintances.
the commuuity every week. What
are YOU, not the other fellow, doSwastika coal, the most heat for ing for it?
vour money, sold by J. W.
All

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Torna
do, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Besl Companies Represented.
News Estimate On

Let The

Your

Next Job

Buggies

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

3

The county road "commissioners

A Correction
The reported marriage of erome
Birdsall and Miss Iva Chandler, in
the last issue of the News proved
erroneons. The parties deny their
marriage at this time. For the
benefit of all concerned the News
will state that it received its in
formation from parties who were in
earnest about giving the facts. As
neither party could be located at
the time the story was published
for what it was worth and its worth
proved nothing in this instance.

IS'liSlMSM'

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Locke.

have put in 16 new bridges in the
western part pf the county this
year and others to follow as rapid
as ;r.. work can be done. These
bridges have been built where they
were most neeued and at places
where it was an impossibility to
communicate with the outsiders
with any degree of safety.

Farming Implements

Wagons

Martin Buckovc and son came
down from their Moreno Valley
W. A. Matlock and F. H. Dow farm Wednesday on a combined
motored over from the Alfalfa City business and pleasure trip. Mr.
Sunday to witness the ball game.
Buckovc reports the crops doing
exceptionally well and the potato
will be very large this
Mrs. H. E. Hrennan went to harvest
year.
the Alfalfa City, Maxwell, Tuesday to visit with relatives a few
davs.
High grade dentistry is my profession. All work guaranteed. Dr.
Jas. T. Lail is spending the
week near Lander, Wyoming, to
which place he accompanied a shipment of yearling bulls for the C. S.
Ranch to be distributed among the
Shoshoni Indian tribe.
He will
visit in Denver on his way home.

of

SiandaAd afncancLiictni Oil

jCamfk

of iht Uorid

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence, 6
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Good-a-Ligas Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
m
ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Job Printing at the News
at the right pnces

Raton Snapshots
60, 000

ci,

nun

P. H. Smith, publisher of the
Colfax Democrat, died at his home
in Raton, Friday from an attack

Private Enterprise
There are 70,000 cities and towns reached by telephone.
The Government rents or owns the postofhee buildings, owns the mail pouches,
and pays the wages of the postal clerks.
The biggest item in the mail service
of private enterprise.
I

the transportation of the

mails-- is

ir Government doesn't own a single postal car, an engine, or a mile

It depends entirely upon private enterprise
that makes its mail service possible.
The Bell System has

1

the railroads

in the hands
of

track.

for the essential thing

than there are postoffices.

r.very mile of wire, every v ole, and every switchboard that helps to furnish the
Universal Service of the Hell SysteVn was paid lor and is owned by private enter- plise.
In the mountain region alone, the territory served by your telephone company,
there are 3,151 telephone offices, handling over a million calls everv day.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The CorKration Different"

acute indigestion.
A panorama ol the city will be
taken and enlarged for the New
Mexico building at the San Diego
exposition.
of

There are 60,000 postotiices in the 1'nited States operated by the Government.

Work on the new city hall is progressing rapidly and the foundation is about finished. The brick
laving will be started next week.
The boa'ders at the Hixenbaugh
hotel d' bote are few as only 5 are
taking their regular meals. This
is the smallest number ol boardeis
in years.
The carload of machinery for the
Home mill is now Iteing placed in
its position preparatory to opening
the plant.
The Udd Fellows will have an
old fashioned picnic at Woolen on
the tu of luly which is expected
to lie well attended.
The Raton Motor club held its
annual meeting Tuesday evening
and elected officer for the ensuing
year.
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FULL WEIGHT
Get the kind that

is live, artificial ice,

that

is frozen natural

and keeps longer and cooler, than any other kind. Give it a test

Cimarron Meat Market

